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G = Travel Crew "Gangsters"
MS = Travel Crew "Movie Stars"
*Trip Namesake! "Wading" to Alaska!

PREFACE
Wading to Alaska (WTA) '06 was the 19* Super Trip planned and taken by Troop 707 Scouts
since the troop began in 1966. Or, if you are keeping track according to "Mega-Trip" status, WTA '06
was the SECOND of the troop's Mega-Trips, (flip to the back of this book to see a list of the other SuperTrips the troop has taken).
But, in many ways, this trip was a trip of "firsts"! This was the first trip the troop has taken that
has flown to our destination. It is. by far, the furthest we've ever traveled - 8.000 miles, round trip! The
trip also engaged more different means of travel than we've ever used before - school bus, jet planes,
school bus again, shuttle vans, legs, rubber rafts, bicycles and even a blue Dodge Stratus!
The logistics on a trip this big were daunting, and the planning had to be "spot on." And,
especially with the new difficulties of traveling by air, we had a very large learning curve to overcome.
To their credit, the boys planning the trip did a superb job of anticipating, and solving, all the logistical
difficulties. (If we had just remembered to pack all the food stashed on the bus,.. . but that is another
story, entirely!) Along the way, and over the 12 days of the trip, the boys spotted Bald Eagles, Dall
Sheep, Moose, and even a bear!
This trip was certainly the most expensive one we've ever taken, but was still a hard-to-believe
value at $1,020 per boy! The biggest single component of the cost was, as always, travel. Between the
plane costs ($516 per scout) and the bus costs ($185 per scout), transportation for this trip set each scout
back about $700.
But the boys did a great job of knocking down the overall cost! The Air Show and Quarry
Cleanup events took the cost down by $112. And, with the help of one of our Eagle Alumns (Eric
Westhues), the boys knocked the cost down another whopping $400 apiece by, ironically, knocking down
a building! Eric had a client who needed some demolition work done, and Eric offered the work to the
boys. After 3 days of work, and a whole lot of dust and destruction, the boys earned a collective $8,000
toward the cost of their trip. Final "out of pocket" cost to the boys of the Alaska Adventure?? - only
$500 per boy!
The boys saved a significant amount of money by renting a school bus locally and taking it to
Chicago (O'Hare), rather than flying out of St. Louis or K.C. They saved, similarly, on ground travel on
the other end, by renting a school bus from a district just North of Anchorage. Finally, they saved money
by taking two different planes out of Chicago. The first plane headed for L.A. and enjoyed a 3 V-i hour
layover there, with the boys presumably hanging out with all the movie stars. The second plane didn't
leave Chicago until 4 hours after the first, but was a direct flight to Anchorage and so actually arrived
1

just a little before the first. Because this group ended up hanging out in Chicago for 4 hours, we dubbed
them the "gangsters" group. Both groups arrived in Anchorage at about the same time - very, very late
on Thursday night! (Can you say "midnight"?).
Once on the ground in Alaska, the 20 adventurers re-formed into two hiking crews - initially just
called "Crew A" and "Crew B", hut later to he designated the JRE Crew ("Justin Rutter Experience"
Crew) and the "Beast Masterz" Crew. The reason they split into two crews was mostly for administrative
efficiency purposes - cooking for 20 is difficult; cooking for 10 makes a whole lot more sense! Of the 20
participants, 12 were traditional scouts (age 13 to 17), 4 were "Eagle Alumns" (707 eagles age 18-20),
and 4 were aging adult "tag-alongs"!
The responsibility for planning the trip lay with the hoys, themselves. To this end, they
scheduled approximately 12 planning meetings as a group, and another dozen or so "break-out" meetings
of smaller committees. Just to name a few of the planners: Peter Stringfield did a great job of
maintaining the budget. Schuyler Kemp prepared a most awesome and complete Equipment List. He
and Josh and John, and Justin, also did excellent work researching potential hiking routes. Sergio did a
great job on the Super trip shirts. Elliot Rutter and Nick Simpson worked hard on the Menu and Food
List for the trip (for both the "vegetarian crew" and the Beast-eaters)! Ryan Wishau and Skycap did
some excellent travel planning, including a Whitewater raft trip! Michael worked with Kim and Don on
renting the buses. Michael and Elliot (and Greg) also took on log hook production duties.
The planning and preparation for the trip certainly paid off. All the gear made it onto the plane;
there was plenty of food at meal time; both crews had all the right maps; no missing equipment (O.K.,
well, maybe ONE missing "trowel," hut that's just being nitpicking!); no budget surprises; and all safely
made it to the end!
But enough of this boring background material! The following is the story of the trip as related
by scout volunteers who each wrote at least one day's entry in the Crew Log Books. Since each crew
kept its own log hook, there will he dual write-ups for most days - one from the JRE Crew and one from
the Beastmasters! Some days, Greg Scott added some thoughts. Some days, you'll see that the log hook
Editors - Elliot Rutter and Michael Bush - also added some clarifying or supplemental material.
We hope you enjoy the hook!
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Day One - Thursday, July 20, 2006 [From Greg Scott's house to Eagle River Campground]
Written by: Ryan Wishau (Beastmaster)
This morning we met at Greg Scott's house at 3:00 a.m. to leave for Alaska. First we drove to
Chicago. But not before we almost left Ben Murray because he was so late; he was actually chasing us
out of Greg's driveway.
Once we made it to Chicago, we broke up into 2 groups. One of the groups left earlier and
headed to Los Angeles and then to Alaska. Group 2 stayed in Chicago 'til that night and then caught a
direct flight to Alaska. Both groups did not make it to Anchorage until early that morning.

- Ryan Wishau

Day One - Thursday, July 20, 2006 [From Greg Scott's house to Eagle River Campground]
Written by: Michael Bush (JRE)
Today we started our trip to Alaska! We met at 3:00
in the morning at Greg's house. After we had backed out of
the driveway, we heard some weird screaming sounds. Ben,
being late, was chasing the bus. After we picked him up we
continued on our way. On our way to Chicago, most of the
scouts tried to sleep. Later we stopped somewhere in Illinois

Ben Catches Up!

for lunch. We then continued on to the Chicago Air Port, where we parted ways. The Movie Stars went
to L A. and the Gangsters waited for a few more hours before flying to Anchorage. My group is now
waiting for our plane in L.A.
Day One Supplement - Thurs, July 20, 2006 [From Greg Scott's house to Eagle River Campground]
Written by: Log Book Editors - Michael Bush and Elliot Rutter
Lunch was actually in Aurora - a suburb of Chicago. We ate at a food court that was literally
suspended over the highway! Different guys went to different places - Subway, McDonalds, Panda
4

Express, Starbucks! Each guy got $5 - issued by Mr. Potzmann (cuz Schuyler the Food Guy hadn't
been issued the money yet).
Then we drove the bus to the airport. Unloaded all the guys and gear. We had so many people
that they opened up a special baggage check-in for us. While we dealt with the luggage, Mr. Kemp
drove the bus to a nearby Laidlaw bus lot to drop off the bus. There it would sit until our return 10
days later!
Security was somewhat uneventful with two exceptions. The federal marshals were shocked to
find that Elliot had attempted to board the plane with toenail clippers!!! Thank goodness they
confiscated the clippers, but they allowed Elliot to board, anyway. The other exception was Ben - who
had brought foot-long metal tent stakes in his carry-on, as well as a large mallet! What was he thinking?
The marshals also confiscated those items!
The Movie Star flight was relatively quick to leave. They boarded quickly and headed to L.A.
The Gangsters had a much longer wait - their flight didn't leave until 6:30. While waiting in the
terminal, the Gangsters played cards, napped and did some running around.
The flights, themselves, tended to be a continuation of the card games. Other than that, pretty
uneventful. No meals, but sodas and some pretzels and cookies were served.
The first crew to arrive in Anchorage was the Gangsters. Bags were gotten. Then the guys
pulled some pads out of packs and mostly slept 'til the Movie Stars arrived about an hour later.
With all 20 of us in Alaska, Mr. Kemp drove us to a campground about 10 miles North of
Anchorage - Eagle River Campground. It is 2:00 a.m. local time and only a few folks set up tents - all
others slept on the bus or just out on a tarp. (mosquitos don't appear to be a problem yet).

Day One - Supplement #2 - Thursday, July 20, 2006 [From Greg Scott's house to Eagle River]
Written by: Greg Scott
Kim delivered the bus in the early afternoon yesterday (Wednesday). He got it turned around
and heading out, so that when we filled the yard later with parents' cars, he'd have a straight shot at
getting out the drive. Just to play it safe, I had pulled up the Eastern gate-post earlier on Wednesday to
widen the entry. Turned out Kim didn't need the extra room, but he seemed to appreciate the thought!
Off and on, all day Wednesday, scouts came out and dropped off gear. The hope was that we
could get most of the gear checked for size and so avoid any last-minute headaches trying to get
baggage onto the plane. The airline rule is that each boy can bring exactly 2 "checked" bags, and that
each can be no more than 62 total linear inches (in other words, add the length of the duffle bag to the
height of the bag to the width of the bag and,
hopefully, have no more than 62 inches total). All the
bags met the restriction (or were at least within an inch
or two). As soon as they were checked, the boys were
given the go-ahead to "find a seat" and stow the gear,
(since it was a 65 passenger bus, there were just
enough seats for each scout to have his own - but he'd
have to share the seat with all his gear)
Boys were invited to spend the night
at the "scout house"if they wanted to, or if
Stowing the Gear
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they were concerned about the possibility of
missing that 4:00 a.m. bus departure!
(Ben probably should have taken us up
on the offer!). Todd Trabue, Nick Simpson,
Peter Stringfield and Cody Thomas all did
take advantage of the offer! Popcorn, pizza,
some games of pool, dart gun battles and a
couple of movies helped to kill the time.
Nobody slept.
Kim and a lot of parents - and scouts showed up shortly after 3:00 a.m. After setting
off several on-board bus alarms, and loading the
remaining gear, the "all aboard" was sounded!
^^^^ j . ^ ^ ^
^ ^^^^ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
When Kim says "we leave at 4:00," he does
NOT mean 4:15! Just prior to leaving, Sergio
handed out the Super Trip T-shirts.
The "head count," however, showed we were missing one boy - . . . . Ben! Calls to his house
and cell phones were to no avail. Any delay could cause a missed flight in Chicago for at least half the
crew, so Ben would just have to catch up as best he could! (We did, however, make arrangements for
a personal "pound on the door" wake-up call at Ben's house; and Kim left directions on how Ben could
catchup to the bus!).
Ben, however, was just testing us! As the bus pulled out onto Richland Road, Ben pulled up with shoes untied, medical form left at home, and extra spending money forgotten in Mom's purse! But
Ben quickly got the shoes tied, Wendy hurriedly signed a medical form on the hood of her car, and the
extra spending money no doubt came in quite handy to Wendy later at the Columbia Mall!
With all boys loaded, the bus departed into the darkness of the night!
I sure wish I was going with 'em! (But my injured leg just wasn't going to allow me to hike
with the boys).
The boys all seem in great spirits. No doubt, it's going to be a terrific trip!
- Greg Scott
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Day Two - Friday, July 21, 2006 [From Eagle River Camp to Glennallen]
Written by: Peter Stringfield
Writing from the Movie Stars point of view, (in L.A.) we got lunch and waited for around 3 hours for
our plane. We called Ben's friend on his cell phone and joked with him for a while, mostly mocking Texas
because that is where he lives.
We arrived in Anchorage [very early this morning] after an uneventful flight. During our landing we
had a wonderful view of part of southern Alaska, which was filled with mountains and lakes as far as we could
see. We landed and hit a grocery store for a 3 o'clock breakfast. Then we gathered our bags and left for a
campsite. Almost everybody slept in the bus, because nobody wanted to set up a tent.
In the morning Ben got a shove through a window to open the bus door, because Kim did not want to
wake anyone. Truly, Ben fell on the floor and woke up me and someone else. Those of us on the bus sat and
watched the others take down tents and reassemble packs after the airline's cruel space limits. Soon enough we
left to shop. One group went to Sam's Club (with guest passes), but the other soon left to shop at a real
supermarket. Justin bought a 12-pack of those Starbucks frappachinos. After wefinishedshopping and
everyone got off the roof where they were waiting, we left to find a nice place to eat. We settled on a parking
lot near a river full offishermenand railroad tracks. We made our sandwiches and went to the river to eat, but
that turned out boring, so we went back and saw a train coming down the tracks. Several people put pennies on
the tracks and we watched the train for awhile, trying to decide if it wasn't moving or someone couldfigureout
how to accelerate. Almost 10 minutes later, the train comes down the wrong tracks, and we got our change and
climbed up onto the bus to finish eating. As we ate, Ben sat down and promptly slid off backwards. The thud
made everyone look over and see Ben dusting himself off. After we laughed at him for awhile, and threw apple
cores at Michael, we went off to see a cove, crossing several railroad tracks and came to a very muddy bottom
area near the stream. Ben ran across and ended up boot deep in mud, where we left him and walked back. At
the bus, we met a police officer. Crossing railroad tracks is a crime, if you did not know! When we got back
on the bus, we drove to a salmon viewing area and watched fish swim and jump up river, which is actually
entertaining. Then we got back on the bus and drove off to our camp [at Glennallen]. The road was bumpy,
winding and pretty, and we hung out at camp 'til night. We played a game of ultimate frisbee until about 10:15
p.m., thinking it was only 7:00 or 8:00 because of the light.
- Peter Stringfield

Editors' note: The ultimate frisbee games Peter writes about were massive! Everybody participated
and we played until we couldn't play any more! Probably 11:00 or 11:30 before we stopped. . . . and
it was STILL light when we finally called it quits!

Day Two - Friday, July 21, 2006 [From Eagle River Camp to Glennallen]
Written by: Ben Murray (Beastmaster)
Today we broke camp early and headed out to town. We ate and shopped for food. After
lunch, we wandered down to the shore and I stupidly tried to get to the water through deep mud and
got my boots really muddy. When we walked back to the bus, a police official was standing in front of
the our bus. It seems we broke the law by illegally crossing train tracks and walking in a construction
site. We had a lecture and were on our way.
We stayed the night at
- Ben Murray
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Day Three - Saturday, July 22, 2006 [Glennallen to Jumbo Creek]
Written by: Elliot Rutter (Beast Master)

;

: •

Last night we slept on the bus. It was cold and miserable. Today we will continue driving to
Wrangell, then driving to our first trailhead. We hope that we can find a grocery store to buy food
for breakfast and dinner this morning.
Father Time made his way into our camp and told us that while throwing rocks we
accidentally broke a window on his sweet ride. Hopefully, the insurance agent will take care of it. I
saw nothing.
Later that day:
We drove to a sweet
spot. There was a water fall
[Liberty Falls] that was really
cool. We took off our shoes and
walked around in the pools of
freezing water - and found really
cool rocks of different shapes

Liberty Falls

and colors. It was real nice.
Later that day:
We drove down "Hell's Avenue" (aka "McCarthy Road"!). It is a 60 mile road that leads to
the Kennicott area. We did it at about 10 mph - stopping every 30 seconds! And trying to miss
every rock. One nice thing about this part of the drive is that we could all get out and walk along
with the bus - but we did have to "wait up" every now and then! But, along the way, we were
entertained by numerous samples of rock art that other park visitors had made. We later learned that
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making these is a Wrangell
tradition.
The road ends at the
Kennicott River - a raging
"inferno" of melted glacier!
Each crew crossed the
river on the footbridge and
then caught a van shuttle
Rock art along McCarthy Road
which took us up the five miles
to the town of Kennicott. Cost?
Just $5 for the van ride.
Once in Kennicott, they
herded us into a really old meeting
hall where we got a painfully detailed
lecture on the Park and its many
dangers. And how unforgiving it is bears, animals, the glaciers. At the
end, we were ready to bolt, but Mr.

Foot-bridge over the melted glacier "inferno"!

Quint then asked so many wonderful follow-up questions!

At long last, we then hiked past the

super cool mine and on past Jumbo Creek. We ended up setting up tents along the trail. We cooked
as a troop. While eating our very scarce meal, it became evident that some "intelligence-challenged"
people, amidst the rush of going from school bus to shuttle forgot several components of meals, and
even entire meals, for our trip! (Including numerous aspects of tonight's meal!)

12

- Elliot

Day Three - Saturday, July 22, 2006 [Glennallen to Jumbo Creek]
Written by: John-Taylor
Today we got up at 8:00, packed and got on the bus. We stopped for lunch and Skyler and I
pumped water. Skyler slipped - pushing both into the water.
We drove to Copper Center [Ranger Station] where we picked up our bear containers and
watched a movie about the park. We then
continued on to McCarthy, taking a rest
stop on the way where we saw our first
glacier. When we got to McCarthy, we
took our packs across a bridge and got on
a van that brought us to Kennicott. There,
a Ranger gave us a "short" overview of the
trails. Finally, we started on our first hike
Copper Center Ranger Station

to Jumbo Creek. Around 8:30 we
started looking for campsites and when
we settled down for dinner, we found
that half the food had been left on the
bus. We decided to wait and get the
rest of the food on Sunday.

- John-Taylor

Kennecott
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Day Four - Sun, July 23, 2006 [Side Hike Day]
Written by: Schuyler Kemp(Beastmaster
Today our crews went back to get food left
behind. Our group shuttled me and Cody and
Mr. Potzmann.
--p.

The other group walked.
We took their food they needed for today's
lunch..
The other group walked.
Later, Crew B saw a bear on the glacier, [it
was Root Glacier]
Group A still walked.
Then Group B hiked on a glacier.
Group A still walked.
Now, Group A returns and everyone hikes
on Glacier.

Root Glacier
Group B left early. I ran down the steep
ice with everyone and at the bottom, fell
flat on my stomach scraping myself to the
point of blood everywhere on my legs.
- Schuyler Kemp
Elliot's Supplement: While the worthless
crew decided to waste a day by hiking 5
miles down and 5 miles back, just to get
food, the other crew (the crew of geniuses)
decided to send the two who forgot their
meals on the shuttle to get their food. The rest of the Beast Masterz got rowdy on a glacier. The
Kennicott Glacier has at least 6 inches of rock and soil that covers the ice, so it lodks nothing like a
glacier. We climbed on top of it and hiked at least a mile toward the other side of the valley. We
then hiked an alternate route back and then hiked down the glacier to an ice cave to where Jumbo
Creek ran down through the glacier. It was about the size of a very large room and the walls were
smooth and shiny. It was quite cold inside. Elliot almost got annihilated by a loose rock that came
crashing down where I had been. We then hiked up Jumbo Creek back to the campsite.
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Day Four - Sunday, July 23, 2006 [Side Hike Day]
Written by: Josh Hosmer-Quint (JRE)
We got up today and had almost no food, so we hiked five miles to the bus. The other crew took
the shuttle and then spent the rest of the day on the glacier, [the other crew also, by the way, took our
lunch meat, so we had bread and chips for lunch]. When we got back, we toured the glacier. It was really
cool with all sorts of crevices and rivers and caves.
The glacier water tasted really good.
On the way back, a few of us went the wrong
way and ended up sliding about 100 feet down
the glacier. When we got back, we had dinner.
After dinner, we threw rocks off the cliff face
for awhile, then had a troop meeting to decide
what to do the next day. Then me and a few
other people hiked to the big ice cave. It was
also very cool. The sides glowed blue and the

whole thing looked like it was made of glass.
Then we went to sleep.
- Josh H-Q

Fun Fact: There are only about 900 grizzlies in the
lower 48 states; but there are more than 30,000 grizzlies
in Alaska.
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(note warning in lower R-hand comer!)

Day Five - Monday, July 24, 2006 [from Jumbo Creek to Dixie Pass Trailhead]
Written by: Wade Roberts (Justin Rutter Experience)
Today we got up and went
hiking to see if we can get to
the mines that were in the
park. Half of our crew went
to Jumbo; the other went to
Erie. None of us made it
because it rained, was really
cold and we went up really
high. The next camp is Dixie
Pass. We camped next to a

Mr. Kemp, the HQ boys and Todd - pumping water!

creek that was really cool. T l other crew didn't hike, but they got to eat at a Resort.
- Wade Roberts

Day Five - Monday, July 24, 2006 [from Jumbo Creek to Dixie Pass Trailhead]
Written by: Nicholas Simpson (Beastmaster)
Author's Note: Today the B crew crafted a name for themselves and the other crew. "B" crew
is now known as "Da Beast Masterz" or "the crew formerly known as B crew." "A" is called "The
Justin Rutter Experience (JRE)" or "Worthless." J.K.
Da Beast Masterz woke today to the sound of the J.R.E. hiking out of camp. They had woken
hours before us to get a head start on a hike to the mine. DBM Crew decided to take a "chill-axed"
approach to the same hike by waking up late and making a huge breakfast of diner-style stretches
which Elliot Rutter called "The Heater McGeeter."

After at least 5 minutes of gorging ourselves, we

were done. Clean-up took a while because the campsite looked like the aftermath of a Gallager show.
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While Kim, Skyler, Ryan and Andy cleaned up, Elliot, Cody & Sergio pumped water from a
pristine creek that rolled down the side of the mountain. Being the smart guys that they are, they
forgot to take their packs with them for the hike out. Being the Beast Masta that he is. Nasty Nick
hulked all three of their packs and his own non-stop to them. Sometimes a Beast Master has to do
what a Beast Master has to do.
D B M hiked their packs to the trailhead. And then decided to hike to the Bonanza Mine on the
side of a nearby mountain.
It has become apparent that some of us are rugged to the bone but the Bonanza Mine trail was
a big disappointment. The highlight of the hike was Nick's Massive nosebleed that he got by running
head-first into L.E. Ott's braces.
After eating a raunchy lunch of Tuna & Crackers and losing a few gallons of blood on the trial,
Nick, Karl & Andy had had
enough! JK!
Da Beast Masterz hiked
back to Kennicott to get some real
lunch and a shuttle. Kennicott is a
pretty cool town that is nestled
between mountains and the glacier.
It has all kinds of old buildings,
including one that is 140 feet tall.

Trail to Kennecott

Also, there are BIG dogs walking around everywhere. Most are Huskys who look and smell
like they are on a steady diet of corned beef & cabbage. Da Beast Masterz tend to ignore them when
they come looking for attention.

19

In town, we found a hotel who served Philly cheese steak sandwiches. Boo Yeh! I wondered
what the Justin Rutter Experience crew was doing at the same time. . . . who cares?!
The two crews took the shuttles to McCarthy but not before absolutely destroying Kennicott's
two porta-Johns.

I mean "dang"! After sincerely apologizing for what we did, the park rangers said

they might consider letting us back to the park sometime, but not soon.
The shuttle to McCarthy is a quick trip taken in two vans. After loading our packs on the bus,
we looked for a place to take a shower around McCarthy. No luck. So the bus continues to smell.
Our next destination is to the trail-head of Dixie Pass. It is an hour and a half drive. The
whole trip has been one huge ffest and this section was no exception. Over the sound of the music
playing on my head phones, I can still hear the chorus of scouts.
At about 6 p.m., 707 found themselves at the trailhead of Nugget Creek and Dixie Pass. It is a
pristine clearing cut in two by a clear stream.
Big Grizzlies and Bull Moose can be seen
lurking in the cabbage around us.
We cook a bitchin' meal of spaghetti
(and cherry crepes for dessert). It is all "the
bomb.com (double click it!)" to quote Andy.
This meal also featured the first "rock up"
prayer of the trip.

J r ^ l - U e a d

We camped on the opposite side of the creek as a bear precaution. None of us are too
concerned with bears and we prove it by leaving canisters full of food inches away from our tent.
Fortunately, no bears ate anyone and DBM crew crushed excessive amounts of sleep.
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This whole trip has been worth everything for small moments like seeing the joy in a child's
eyes when he scares the hell out of an old man walking on the side of the road, or seeing a grizzly bear
walk across a glacier, or writing this log entry in the fading twilight in a place that is so beautiful that it
cannot be put into words.

- Nick Simpson

We never saw this bear
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Day Six - Tuesday, July 25, 2006 [Dixie Pass Trailhead to Dixie Pass Basin]
Written by: Sergio Galarza (Beast Master)
D A BEAST MASTERZ -

W

T

A

Today was a good day at the beginning. This is because we got to sleep in, and we woke up at
9:00 in the morning. After packing up, we had to cross back over the creek to cook breakfast and
start the hike towards the Dixie Pass trail. We had some difficulties in the past trip that we took to the
glacier and had to regroup.
We talked about safety and campsite orientation/cleanliness. Towards the end of our
regrouping session, as we were trying to focus on leave no trace camping, the only thing that anyone
could focus on was Karl's "SPECIAL HAIRCUT."
After we got on the right
track, we hiked on down the road
to where the Dixie Pass trail
begins. There we ate lunch and
began hiking to our base camp.
Upon arrival, we set up our camp
and began to prepare for dinner.
Sir Geo - one of the "Geo" brothers

As we prepped the meal [chicken fajitas - my favorite!], we realized that Ben had left most of
the chicken and all of the veggies back on the bus. As you can imagine, me being Vi Mexican, I was
very upset, but we changed some things around and made the best out of the situation.

- Sergio Galarza
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Day Six - Tuesday, July 25, 2006 [Dixie Pass Trailhead to Dixie Pass Basin]
Written by: Ethan Potts (JRE)

Today we had a late start so we had time to sleep in. We then ate a breakfast of pancakes.
We decided to hike into a base camp because we had some people that didn't want to climb
Dixie Pass. After we set up camp and got a fire going, we started drying our clothes.
It had rained so everything was pretty wet. Josh told Justin, "You're cooking your socks, you
idiot!" Then we went to sleep.

- Ethan Potts

View from Dixie Pass Trail

Strelna Creek
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Day Seven - Wednesday, July 26, 2006 [Dixie Pass Side-Hike]
Written by: Michael Bush
(Justin Rutter Experience)
Today's plan was to leave base camp at 9:00. We left at
11:00. Two people stayed from our crew. Ethan just couldn't [due to
knee injury] and Wade had stomach issues. But 5 people stayed from
the other crew. The stream crossings went smoother than expected.
That five mile up hill stretch went by like lightning. Oh Yeah, like
lightning. At the top we wrote 707 in rocks and took some pictures,
then we headed back down. We got back way late and had a nice meal
Day Seven - Wednesday, July 26, 2006
[Dixie Pass Side-Hike]
Written by: Andy Quint (Beastmaster)
Mr. Potzmann woke everyone up at
8:00 a.m. in an attempt to head out early to
the Dixie Pass. After a delightful breakfast
of cereal bars and a banana, we prepared to
leave. Mr. Potzmann has been hit by
Alaska's version of Montezuma's revenge
and decides that rather than leaving a trail of
droppings all the way to the pass, he'll stay
at base camp to recuperate. Karl has a milder version of the same and also decides to pass on going to
the Pass.
Cody isn't "in the Zone" and so he too decides to stay in base camp. Schuyler's knee is hurting
and Ben's calf aches and they decide also to stay back.
That leaves Elliot, Sergio, Ryan, Nick and Andy to represent Da Beast Masterz at the Dixie
Pass.
Joined by 8 members of the JRE, (Wade stayed back due to DD* [diarrheal disease] and Ethan
couldn't go because of his leg injury), we headed towards Dixie Pass at 11 a.m. It should be noted
that J R. carried a FULL BACK PACK - what a man!
Nasty Nick and Elliot set a serious pace which the elder members of the group had a hard time
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keeping up with. N N and L.E. Ott suggested the faster members split up & go ahead at their own
pace because they were so excited about getting to the Pass. The rest of us told them to chill out and
that we had plenty of time to get there, so we all stayed together. The scouts did a great job of waiting
periodically for the old folks, so that noone would get lost. Thanks guys!
The trail was beautifiil - lush with dense vegetation along the river. We crossed the Stelna
Creek just above it's confluence with the tributary from Dixie Pass, and followed the tributary. We
stopped for lunch at about 1:30 p.m. - PB&F on Pita Bread (yummy), fiiiit smiles, and pieces of candy
- how nutritious!
After lunch, we came across some awesome antlers - probably caribou. While checking out the
antlers, L.E. Ott affectionately threw some rocks at his
dear brother who had stepped temporarily into the woods
to commune with nature. A few minutes later, suddenly
out of nowhere and with no warning, Justin attacked
back, making mincemeat out of his younger brother and
teaching L.E. Ott an important lesson about respecting
your elders. L.E. Ott was appropriately contrite.
We continued on, crossing the river several times, until
we came to a narrow spot surrounded by canyon walls. The
river was about a foot deep with no apparent way of getting
through the canyon to the other side without wading into the
water and getting our feet wet. Brave L.E. Ott and Nick
showed us the way, however, climbing Spiderman-like along the
canyon walls to get past the deep part of the river & landing dry

Spiderman
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on the other side. Others followed suit. Though Andy failed miserably and fell into the river getting
both feet soaked.
Mr. Kemp and Mr. Trabue wimped out and just changed into their spare shoes and walked
through the water. JR did the same, but had a good excuse since he had a fiill back pack. Todd
wimped out too - 1 don't know why!
As we got closer to the pass, we started to gain in altitude. We encountered lush mountain
meadows, filled with multiple kinds of beautiful wild flowers.
Towards the top, we came to a snow field. Andy childishly threw

. AV

'

snowballs at his kids Joshua and John Taylor, who dared not retaliate.
To reach the Pass, we had to hike up a very steep slope for what

^^^||||^^'
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seemed like an eternity to us old ones. But once we reached the Pass, we could see just how
worthwhile the struggle had been. Standing on the Pass at an altitude of about 5600 feet, we saw
breathtaking beauty - mountains everywhere on the other side of the Pass, a snowy Ravine on the side
of a huge mountain. Tall ridges stood on either side of us, covered in grass, moss and lichen.
Behind us, the striking green mountains and valleys we had just come through, and beyond
them, a massive mountain range covered in snow. It was magnificent and as Justin said, just too much
to take in all at once. I don't think my pictures will do it justice - you really have to see it to
understand how awesomely beautiful it is.
Most of us hiked up the ridge to the left of the pass, a very steep slope of several hundred feet
- it was a bit scary at the top for me, who is afraid of heights. At the top of this ridge, L.E. Ott, Sergio
and Justin shared their best sides for the world to see.
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After returning to the Pass,
several scouts slid down a snow field
and wrote 707 with rocks in the snow.
After some grand photos taken
by Mr. Kemp (who had to hold about
7 cameras at once), we started back
down the trail towards base camp.
The return trip was uneventful. L.E.
Ott and Nick tried to carry out the huge antlers we had found but had to give up due to their weight.
Sergio, however, being a real man, hauled his antler all the way back to base camp.
We got back to base camp at 7:40 p.m. During the final river crossing, right at our campsite,
after 10 miles of hiking, multiple river crossings, and over 8 hours on the trail, Justin managed to slip
and fall right on his back into the river, backpack and all. Bummer!
We ate dinner - chicken fajitas and sopapillas. Several scouts lit a fire to warm up by and to
dry their boots with. Unfortunately, one of Sergio's boots got too close and literally caught fire.
Schuyler came to the rescue and stamped out the fire.
The boot suffered relatively minor damage.
Andy, being old and tired from the hike, went to bed early. The others hung out by the fire for
awhile, savoring a great day. The hike was one of the best, if not the best, I've ever taken. It looked
like everyone else had fun, too.
Respectfully Submitted,
Andy Quint
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R I V E R !

Day Eight Written by:

Thursday, July 27, 2006 [Dixie Pass Basin to Matanuska River]
Karl Potzmann (Beast Master)

DBM: Breaking camp for Da Beast Masterz has been hard, but today it came easy. After a
great breakfast of oatmeal and pop-tarts, we finish helping Ben pack properly and decide to head back
towards the bus. About half of an hour into the hike, we have our first accident as Ben decides to see
how fast he can slide down a hill face first.
While Ryan is setting a crushing pace with almost
everyone close behind, Kim, Andy and 1 have to help Ben up.
Ben may be a Masta, but after looking like a special turtle on
the wrong end, he needed help. After some slight readjusting
of the packs, we were off again.
The "turtle"

While walking along, 1 managed to have a wardrobe malfunction and lost my bear barrel twice.
These managed to be our only setbacks and managed to make it to the bus where we found our own
favorite Greg Scott. We were all anxious to talk to him and to hear his stories.
We had a great cold lunch
of pita pizza with Nasty
Nick's "special sauce" and
proceeded to load the bus.
After long debate and
fighting. Skyman and Ryan
were the first to ride on
Greg's bus. We head back
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to the Ranger station and take a short break there so we can return all of our bear barrels.
After messing up the "comfort area,"
we head out to Eagle Creek where we first
camped in Alaska, [editors' note: actually, we
went to Glennallen - the SECOND place we
camped in Alaska!]. After very short debate,
we decide to call the Whitewater outfitter and
see if we can raft tomorrow morning. We

Can!

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l
Copper Center Ranger Station

And they will even allow us to camp

there.

We stop to get gas and
then again to get some provisions
for dinner and breakfast
tomorrow. Once to the outfitter,
we make dinner and set up
camp.

Thursday Dinner at Nova Camp - "Rock Up"!

Everyone in DBM looks forward to the end of our major hiking and a great day of Whitewater
tomorrow.
- Karl "Skeletor" Potz
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Day Eight - Thursday, July 27, 2006 p i x i e Pass Basin to Matanuska River]
Written by: Peter Stringfield
(Justin Rutter Experience)
We planned to be ready and
leave at 9:00, and we made it.
Our crew lefi right on time
and we were at the trail head
an hour and a half earlier than
expected. Because of our
fast hike, we chose to hike the
last mile before lunch. As we
got near the bus with lunch,
we saw a blue rental car. The man inside had a newspaper over his face but was still recognizable as
Greg Scott. Apparently he had shown up and cleaned the bus, wanting to make us wonder who had
broken in and helped us. As he demonstrated his ingenious plan to make a ramp up the emergency
door, Crew B caught up and we ate and talked to Greg before leaving Wrangell.
We dropped off our bear barrels and took a group picture in front of the park sign at the main
office and lefi to set up camp next to our chosen white water rafiing place.

- Peter Stringfield
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Day Nine - Friday, July 28, 2006 [Whitewater Rafting Day - Matanuska to Kenai!]
Written by: John-Taylor Hosmer-Quint (Justin Rutter Experience)
This morning we got up, ate a short breakfast and packed up. Then we went to the white
water rafting place and got suited up in helmets and dry suits. We took a bus about 10 miles up the
road to where we would get in the water. After a short safety talk we divided into different rafts and
started. The first rapids began a few miles down on the Matanuska River, ft was incredibly fun.
Once we had passed the largest rapids we
splashed the other rafts with our paddles. Near the end,
Ben accidentally called our guide a woman, so the guide
on our raft, and on his, helped us to pull Ben into the
water.
When we got back, Greg had lunch waiting for
Ben shouldn't have called him a girl!
us. After lunch we drove to Anchorage and saw the
movie, "John Tucker Must Die." Finally, we found a campsite and slept.
- John Taylor

Day Nine - Friday, July 28, 2006 [Whitewater Rafiing Day - Matanuska to Kenai!]
Written by: Cody Thomas (Da Beast Masterz)
Today we woke up at about 8 a.m. and took down our tents, then proceeded to have breakfast.
Then go Whitewater rafiing. We are currently waiting on the bus 'til 9:45 'til we can go. I will write
more after our wild adventure.
After our wild adventure of the white water, f was a little disappointed, myself, f thought it
was going to be hard and have some sort of a challenge to it. f did enjoy the rapids while they lasted
and the water fights we had with the other boats, f also enjoyed watching Ben fall into just-above-
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freezing water after he called our guide a woman.
Awhile after the trip, we ate lunch (thanks to Greg), and yet again everyone had to become an
Elliot Nazi and yell at him some more. About an
hour after arguing ["discussing"!] [the group talked
about where to go for the next day], we hopped on
the bus and went and saw "John Tucker Must Die"
It was a chick flik and there were nothing but girls
in the theater. We all felt out of place.
After that, we just drove and drove 'til we
found a place to camp. Most of us slept on the bus

Elliot leads group meeting

including my-self. We all really need showers. Some of us more than
others.
This is peace out from the B-doozy Masters!
- Cody Thomas
Day Nine Supplement - Friday, July 28, 2006 [Whitewater Rafting Day - Matanuska to Kenai!]
Written by: Greg Scott
Just a note about the end of the day. Justin Rutter was kind enough to ride with me for the last
part of the day - after the movie! Mostly we've spent the late hours just looking for a camping spot.
We had hoped to camp at the Bird Camp (a state campground along the Seward Highway adjacent to
the Cook fnlet), or any of three campgrounds spaced 1,2,3 along the side highway to Whittier (not that
we are going to Whittier!). But, all four campgrounds are full.
At the end of the Whittier road is Bear Valley. Cut into the side of Bear Valley is the Whittier
Tunnel - the longest highway tunnel in North America - 2.5 miles long, (it is a one-way tunnel, by the
way, with traffic alternating every hour going in or coming out!). We make it all the way to the end of
Bear Valley with no camping space found. We briefly think about just pulling over in a parking lot and
setting up camp, but the bus drivers say they've got a few more hours of driving still in them, and so
we head back down the road.
Justin and f want to check out the tunnel entrance itself, however, and so we don't immediately
follow the bus. Heck, it's not as if we're going to miss a huge yellow school bus on the only highway
going into the Kenai! (Or so we thought!)
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The tunnel entrance was "way cool." Cost to take a car through? $12.95 (round-trip). Cost
to take a school bus through? $125 (round trip). Even though expensive, Justin and 1 both wish that a
trip to Whittier had been on the trip agenda!
Anyway, we can't be more than 10 minutes behind the big yellow bus, when we head back
down the valley. It is now about 10:30 p.m. and is actually getting quite dark (yes, this is imusual, but
the skies are very overcast, and it is threatening rain). Normally, we'd have caught up in no time, but
traffic is bad and the highway is just two lanes most of the time. We aren't worried, cuz there is no
way we could fail to spot a huge yellow school bus (or so we thought!).
Alas, it is now after midnight and, because of rain and because of thick rainclouds, it is as dark
as it would be back home at this time of day. The rain is making visibility difficult. We are making
good time, but we still haven't caught up with the bus. But, no matter, it's not as i f we won't see a
huge yellow school bus!
"Stop Greg!"
1 cleverly responded with "Huh?"
"That guy back there looked a little like Kim Kemp."
1 came back with a very clever "huh"? . . . but then add "what guy?"
1 pull a Miami Vice 180 and back we go. Sure enough, we had missed a turn-off and there is Kim
Kemp holding a flashlight on his face like a kid will do when telling ghost stories at night. "Hi, Kim"!
"Hi, Greg, we figured you'd miss the huge yellow school bus i f 1 didn't come out here!" "Ummmm,
thanks, Kim!"
This was a small campground that looked promising. But, alas, it is full. Mr. Potzmann, with
it now being after midnight, and with 5 different campgroimds in a row having been full, makes a good
executive decision - "We camp here!" He decides that i f the Rangers want to issue us a ticket, and
they've got enough guts to do so to boy scouts, then so be it! But 1 can see he's not happy with the
situation or the location. There really is no good spot to pull the bus over.
So 1 turn to Justin and say "Justin, are you with me? Can 1 coimt on you, sir?! Will you stand
with me in the face of calumny and recriminations? Will you forge ahead with me in search of the
elusive and fabled 'campground'?" (O.k., 1 think 1 actually turned to Justin and said "huh") (But it
was now after midnight and the brain synapses weren't entirely engaged anymore).
After shaking hands, and pledging ourselves to the quest, Justin and 1 do a Dukes of Hazard
jump into the Stratus and spray gravel as we pull back out onto the highway. We are determined to
spend whatever time is needed to accomplish our quest!
About 10 seconds after pulling back onto the highway, Justin cleverly says "there's a road." 1
cleverly respond with "huh?" It isn't so much a road, as it is a . . . parking or camping area. It is
huge, it has fire rings, it is empty. It swings about 100 yards off the road back into the trees. It seems
to be designed specifically for lost boy scouts. The entrance is no more than 400 feet away from
where we just left the boys!
This is where we will camp tonight!
Well done, Justin!
- Greg Scott
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Day Ten - Saturday, July 29, 2006 [Kenai to
Bird Camp]
Written by: Josh H-Q (Justin Rutter Experience)
Today we decided to drive to the Kenai
Peninsula. After a quick breakfast we started the
long bus ride.
By the time we got there it was time for

Michael packs up after a night without a tent

lunch, so we stopped for lunch on a
small beach where you could see oil
rigs in the distance. After lunch we
threw rocks, played frizbee, and threw
rocks.
Then we started back to
Anchorage. We camped on Bird
Creek. Some people riding with Greg
got lost and drove to Anchorage
looking for us, where they decided to buy breakfast. They got to the campsite at around 2:00 in the
morning.
- Josh H-Q

Day Ten - Saturday, July 29, 2006 [Kenai to Bird Camp]
Written by: Beast Masterz
Editors' note: The Beast Masterz apparently failed to write about this day. But, no problem,
Greg has written a whole novel about this day, as you'll soon see, when you turn the page!
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Day Ten - Saturday, July 29,2006 [Kenai to Bird Camp]
From the perspective of the Blue Car!
Written hy: Greg Scott
1 awaken to a light rain at about 5:45 a.m. Had 1 been clever enough last night to set up my
tent, this would not have been a problem! But since we began the day so early yesterday, and pulled
into our camping spot so late last night - after midnight - 1 was just too tired to set up my tent. Just
laid out a ground cloth and draped some material over my head to keep the mosquitos at bay.*
*Note on the mosquitos: Wow! We've been incredibly lucky to have such cool weather. I'm told that the boys
found some spots in the forest where mosquitos were active, but, for the most part, they've been a non-factor the
entire trip. Definitely not the problem we were anticipating. Definitely not anything close to what we've
experienced in prior trips to Canada or Colorado. The fact that I (and others) have twice chosen this week to
sleep at night without a tent should illustrate how little the mosquitos have been an issue - there's just no way
we'd ever have made such a choice on prior Super Trips.
But the rain is acting like a rather insistent alarm clock, and so I'm up much earlier than 1 had
intended! Not too badly soaked, cuz 1 had flipped the grotind cloth arotmd me at some point during
the night.
Once up, 1 quickly retreat to the comforts of the Blue Dodge Stratus (a.k.a. our traveling
"picnic table"). But, as the Hank Williams song says, "sleep won't come, the whole night through!"
Perhaps it is because a Dodge Stratus is about the size of a danged postage stamp!
With nobody else up yet, and nobody stirring, even with rain coming down on other "non-tent"
folks, 1 decide to take a chance and fetch breakfast. According to the map, and after taking a brief
tour ahead to find out for sure, 1 discover there is nothing ahead along our Kenai road for hours - no
towns and no likely chance for a place to pick up breakfast. 1 do, of course, have all the troop's extra
food in my trunk (we consolidated all "left-overs" there yesterday afternoon), but I'm betting that the
boys won't be excited about a chili and pouched chicken breakfast!
So, I'm off. 1 don't remember exactly how far back the nearest town is, but I ' m hoping to
quickly find an open gas station/convenience store with milk and donuts for sale. Nothing in the first
few miles. Nothing in the next 20 miles. Nothing in the next 20 miles. Hmmmm. The boys are likely
to be up and gone by the time 1 find something and get back. Nothing in the next 20 miles! O.K., 1
lied. A fancy little convenience center/gas station is found about 55 miles back the way we came. It is
open. 1 take the opportunity to wash my face in the bathroom to try to wake up. A donut shop is
open next door. Hmmmm. Each donut is $1.25. Yep, apiece! Welcome to Alaska! (But they were
very large donuts!) But they also have some large bagels. $1.50 apiece. In any event, 1 ended up
buying 21 bagels and 12 donuts (everyone would get a bagel; but only the scouts would get a donut).
Also bought cream cheese and milk and water and cups.
Then it was back on the road - fast as 1 can. 1 don't want to miss that bus! (Not that 1 could
possibly lose track of a HUGE yellow school bus!)
When 1 arrive back to the campsite, and although I've been gone for about 2 hours, all is
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surprisingly quiet! Hard to believe, but noone is awake yet!
But the noise of the Stratus
pulling in starts the slow rumblings
of people getting up and about. The
rain has stopped and so that helps.
As the guys pack up, the
lack of sleep seems to be resulting in
some unusual behavior. For
example, Todd and Karl begin to
practice ballroom dancing. Not the
sort of thing you'd normally see on a
scout outing in the backwoods!
Also, and no doubt due to
the long hours we've been keeping,
the boys are seen to simply fall
asleep all of a sudden at the very
oddest places and times!

)/2006'
'No, Karl, it's 'one, two three; one, two three"

But all are soon up and packed! Even
Mr. Potzmann, who actually slept in the
stairwell of the bus last night!
With all packed up, we hit the road.
The guys choose a spectacular spot for
breakfast overlooking mountains and a stream.
Skyman reimburses me for the breakfast
expenses (he is, after all, the "food guy") and
lays the meal out on a rock wall.
A soft spot to fall asleep!

A $1.25 donut! Doesn't get much better
than that!

We say Grace and have a rather tasty breakfast,
if I do say so, myself! Mr. Potzmann - rather
ungraciously I thought - said "nice breakfast, Greg, but
Where's the coffee?!" I hope he knows that he's doing
good just to get bagels and milk this morning - the
alternative was chili and pouched chicken!
With breakfast done and all back aboard the
bus (or Stratus), we head down the road toward Kenai.
And, yes, we are already on the peninsula of "Kenai,"
but we are now heading for the town of Kenai. Our
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hope is to spend some time on the ocean front. Maybe do a bit of whale spotting or even rock
throwing!
But, as we drive, Justin and I are on a mission. "Coffee," I mutter to myself! I ' L L show him
coffee! In about an hour, we spot a gas station that, believe it or not, advertises "cappuccino"! The
bus drives on by, but Justin and I rush in for emergency cups of cappuccino! Alas, it takes quite
awhile to make 4 cups! But we dash back to the Stratus and the race is on! We will force Mr.
Potzmann to acknowledge the perfection of our breakfast!
In just about 20 minutes, we catch up to the bus. It is pulled over at a gas station. HA, Mr.
Potzmann! Just wait until you . . . . But as we get out of the car, Mr. Potzmann comes strolling out
of the gas station sipping a steaming cup of cappuccino! What kind of country sells fancy coffee at
every hole-in-the-wall gas station?! Oh, well, it was the thought that counted, I suppose!
Next stop is the town of
Wasilla which is the sister-city to
Kenai - they are located right
together. We first stop for diesel
- $3.13 per gallon - and also
stop at a very impressive box
store - like a Super Wal-Mart that actually has cheap prices.
Most of what was sold was
comparable in price to what you
would pay in Columbia.
Sky rounds up some help to buy
lunch. They buy slick meat,
bread, cheese, chips and soda.
Sky also spots some fried
chicken at the deli counter that
looks good and that he decides
he'll check out closer whe n we stop here on our way back out of the peninsula later this evening.
Then it's back on the bus in search of ocean and whales! I leave the Stratus in the parking lot
and join the boys for the bus ride. Well, we never did see any whales! And, worse, we almost never
saw any ocean! We must have tried a dozen different roads to get down to the beach, but all were
dead-ends.
Finally, we find a concrete barrier at the end of a very rough dead-end road that seems to say
"keep out" and "trespassers will be shot." But Kim sees a strip of pavement just behind the barrier
and says "hold on!" Down we shoot! Seems we aren't the only ones who have taken the short-cut
and there is a cool gravel parking lot down there - with half a dozen other adventurous folks. Mr.
Potzmann has found the ocean!
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We have a tasty lunch on the beach and the boys head off to explore. The more active of the
"oldsters" take a walk down the beach - Kim Kemp and I choose to nap, instead!
The boys spot no whales, but do seem to enjoy a game of throwing rocks at empty pop cans!
After lunch, rock throwing and strolls down the beach, we head back to downtown Kenai - it's
getting late in the afternoon, so we don't have much hope, but we are going to at least make an
attempt to find a boat we can rent. We'd sure like to go in search of a whale! (Maybe the boys just
want to throw a rock at it!) We check in at the Kenai Visitor's Center and chat with some seemingly
knowledgeable folks - they say that Seward would have been our best chance for boating expeditions.
Oh, well, it was worth a shot!
Back to the box store where Skyman and John-Taylor are dropped off with me to buy dinner.
The boys buy fried chicken, boxes of HUGE muffins, and other odds and ends! For the vegetarians
among us, they buy vegetable egg rolls, potato and macaroni salad, and other enticing edibles. Sky
buys a nice folding knife at the sporting goods department. Apparently 13-year-olds aren't allowed to
buy knives, so I guess I actually bought the knife. Sky hands me the money - I slide it across. The
guy slides the knife back - 1 slide it to Sky. Sky slides it back to me cuz the shrink-wrap plastic is too
hard to open. I slide it to the guy. He opens it and slides it back to me. I slide it to Sky - who puts it
in his pocket. Luckily, as an attorney, I'm used to serving as the middleman!
After finishing shopping, we are about 45 minutes behind the bus, but we know exactly where
they are. The boys spotted a Laundromat with showers on the way through town earlier. That is
where we catch up to them now.
We lay out the supper on the blue picnic table (aka "stratus") and all have a great dinner while
we rotate boys through the showers and do one load of Super trip shirts in the laundry.
All exit the building much cleaner!
It is then back on the road for the long haul back towards Anchorage. I have Nick and Elliot
with me for this leg of the trip. We talk about the wildlife we've seen and I bemoan the fact that I have
not seen a moose. Nick says "you mean like that one?" . . . I say "huh?"
Sure enough, not 20 feet from the road, at the edge of a pond, there is a female moose just
munching away. Nick jumps out and gets some photos, while I do a U-turn with Elliot. Elliot jumps
out and gets a photo. While I do a U-turn - there's just no
place to pull over here! Now THAT was cool! The boys
will see even more moose later this weekend - and even
closer, but for now, THAT was cool!
Well, our "moose" delay forces us to play "catch-up"
again with the bus, but that is a game I'm getting used to, by
now! And, after all, how difficult could it possibly be to find
a HUGE yellow school bus!?
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Well, the bus was nice enough to pull over and wait on us. While stopped, Cody and Sergio
pile in to see the photos Nick and Elliot took of the Moose and off we go again.
This time, I'm in the lead. And with the steep hills, I actually pull quite a ways ahead. I decide
that we have time to pull down the road to Bear Valley to show the guys a very cool mountain lake
Justin and I discovered last night that actually has icebergs floating in it. The round-trip will take us
about 20 minutes, but it is well worth seeing, and I've arranged with Kim to meet back with the bus at
any of 3 locations - Bird Camp (our first choice). Beluga Point (slightly further down the road and a
great spot to do whale watching with 250 shore-mounted telescopes), and then finally, i f all else fails,
we'll end back up at Eagle
River Campground which is
actually North of Anchorage
about 10 miles.
Based on our
experience with 100% of the
campgrounds in the Kenai
being full last night, we expect
that our ultimate rendezvous
spot will be the third of those
choices - all the way back to
Eagle River campground. but we are, nonetheless,
hoping for the best!
We stop at the icebergs
just long enough to take some
photos, and then make a run

Iceberg Lake
by the entrance to the 2 1/5 mile long Whittier tunnel.
Then it is back to playing "catch up" with the bus!
Something I think I'm getting pretty good at by now!
But, it's not as if it is all that hard to keep track of a
HUGE yellow school bus!
It is back down the Bear Valley road we go, and then
turn North on the Seward highway toward Anchorage
and the Bird Camp campground. We turn into the
campground and make the loop, driving through.
Doggone it, there is no bus. But it is a big campground,
so we swing through one more time just to make sure.
Nope, no bus.

Lake at the top of Whittier Road

On our second drive through, we see a couple of ladies standing along one of the loops who seem
pleasant enough, so we stop and ask - "any HUGE yellow school buses come through here lately?"
They tell us that we are about 10 minutes behind, that the campground is full, but that if we "hurry,"
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we should be able to catch up with the bus soon.
With the encouragement of the ladies ringing in our ears, away we go! We fly out of the campground,
but not before scoping out some parking lots on the other side of the highway - nope, no HUGE
yellow bus over there! Traffic is heavy - very heavy - but I'm on a mission! I WILL catch the bus
before it reaches Anchorage! AS GOD IS M Y WITNESS, I WILL! So, we are offl
But Kim must be flying along, cuz we just can't
seem to catch up! We slow down at Beluga
Point - the second of our 3 rendezvous points but no bus there!
One cool thing about the drive, though, is that
we spot a bunch of Dall Sheep up on a cliff
above the fiighway! "Way cool!" mmm. No
bus!
Well, now, I'm perplexed, but I must agree that
the bus "sure ain't" there! Maybe they stopped
for diesel??
Mr. Potzmann races to Eagle River!
We enter Anchorage and yet still find no bus.
Now past Anchorage and nearing Eagle River. Surely Kim has surpassed all bus land-speed records,
and engaged in unsafe driving shortcuts in order to beat us to the campground! At last, after more
than an hour of driving, we arrive at the campground!
Hmmmmm. No bus on our first drive through.
Hmmmmm. No bus on our second drive through.
Hmmmmm. No bus on our third drive through.
As I make the turn to try one more time, Nick leans forward
and says "ummm, Greg, do you really think a fourth time is
necessary??"

Dall Sheep spotted on the cliffs

Well, now, I'm perplexed, but I agree that the bus "sure ain't" there! Maybe they stopped for diesel??
Not a one of us has a cell phone (I've never owned one, and the boys all lefi their's on the bus!). So we
go in search of a pay phone (not so commonplace anymore in these days of cell phones!). It is now
getting quite late - well after 11:00 p.m. We head back to Anchorage and pull off the highway only to
find ourselves immediately diverted down a detour into a VERY rough part of town. VERY rough! Lots
of liquor stores (boarded up liquor stores!)! But, believe it or not, we do spot a pay phone next to a bus
stop next to a mostly empty parking lot covered in broken glass. Worried that we won't soon find
another phone, we pull up and get out. The boys say "we're starving!" So I pop the trunk and we get
out Skyman's leftover fried chicken from earlier today and have a chicken dinner on the hood of my car in one of the roughest, most dangerous-looking areas of town you could imagine!
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The phone worked! I'm afraid to ask what a credit card call from a pay phone from the "hood" in
Alaska is going to cost me, but at least we did get through to Justin Rutter! We called Justin because
Elliot knew his brother's number - and were very happy when he answered! Well, what do you
know?? They grg back at Bird Camp! Apparently Kim's eagle eye had spotted a secondary lot hidden
over on the other side of the highway that we did not see. DANG those "hurry up" women!
Our phone connection was lousy and we soon got cut off, but while I had him, I asked Justin to pass
along that despite the late hour, we were on our way! But then I added, while looking around at the
boarded up liquor stores "but of course, we might just hang out here for awhile and take in dinner and
a movie - or maybe just check in at one of these fancy hotels and order in a masseuse and room
service!" [apparently, at midnight, when calling on a pay phone in the "hood," my ironic tone doesn't
come through so well, because Justin then, dutifully, passes along that message - verbatim!]
[JUSTIN, I WAS ONLY KIDDING!!]
Elliot suggested that before we went back, we should go ahead and buy breakfast for the crews.
Nobody had done that yet, and with a very early morning bike ride on the schedule tomorrow, that
would definitely be a help to the group. Good thinking, sir! Within minutes we spotted an open allnight grocery. I pull in and am immediately concerned. Remember that we are still in a very rough
part of town. So rough, that I was very uncomfortable leaving the car in the lot. So rough that when
entering the store, there were two security guards sitting on either side of the entryway. Both gave us
the eye as we passed by to enter the store. The area was so bad, that I tossed $60 towards the boys
for breakfast and told 'em "I'm going back outside to keep an eye on the car!"
Well, we are now all exhausted, but we're back on the road South. Takes about 40 minutes to make it
back to Bird Camp. With Justin's directions, it takes no more than another 5 minutes to find the bus.
Heck, 1 never had any doubt! It is after all, a HUGE yellow school bus!
It is good to be back with the group! Even if it is now just a little after 2;00 a.m.!
Kim gets up to greet us, pulls me aside, and says "Greg, you didn't really go to a movie, did you?"
Huh? Oh well, even with the misunderstanding, it's good to be back!
It is threatening rain, but I'm too exhausted to set up a tent. The
concrete curb looks like a lovely place to lay my head, and the asphalt
looks SO comfy, so that's where I stretch out! I'm asleep before a
minute goes by! Best night's sleep so far on the trip!
Sometime in the night, it begins to rain. I don't get up, but just roll over
underneath the bus - not so safe, but it sure is dry!
Greg Scott
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C H I C A G O

Day Eleven - Sunday, July 30, 2006 [Bird Camp to Chicago]
Written by: Wade Roberts (JRE)
We left for Chicago today. We left Anchorage at around 4:50 and will fly to Seattle, and from
there we will fly to Chicago and drive the long way home. The first thing I'm going to do is take a hot
shower, eat a real meal, and SLEEP in my own bed. Missouri, here I come!
- Wade "Bear" Roberts

Day Eleven - Sunday, July 30, 2006 [Bird Camp to Chicago]
Written by: Editors Michael Bush and Elliot Rutter
Editors' note: Once again, it appears the Beast Masterz did not write an entry for today! So,
here is the combined recollection of what happened on Sunday from Michael and Elliot:
Up early at the Bird Camp because we must be downtown by 8:00 for the bike-riding segment of the
trip. The crews seem to appreciate the breakfast that the "lost boys" brought with them when they
arrived early this morning! Breakfast is cinnamon rolls, donut holes, a couple different types of juices,
and milk.
We hit the road just a little after 7:00. It should be about a 40 minute drive to Anchorage.
We actually do manage to arrive at
Downtown Bike Rental by 8:00 a.m.
The owner, Pete, meets us and begins
checking bikes out to us. We also get
helmets and bottles of water.
Kim and Kim remain behind to find a
place to wash the bus - it will need to
be looking good when we return it
later today. Otherwise we'll have to
pay a pretty stiff cleaning fee. Greg
also stays behind - in his Blue
Stratus. He is going to check out
some possible sit-down restaurants
for us that Pete has recommended.
The bikes are in good shape.
Elliot leads the way.
paved all the way.

At least they are when we start out!

It will be 10 miles out and 10 miles back. We'll be riding the Coastal Trail. It is
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Along the way, we see lots of
folks with dogs. We scare
some ladies walking. We see
some homeless people living
under a tunnel. We even see a
Trail monitor guy with a cat
strapped to his back! Yep, a
real cat.
But, as Pete said might happen,
we spotted two moose along
the ride. The first was a female
and Sergio - very dumbly tried to work his way close to
touch it.
Warming Up!
We had two wrecks along the ride. First,
Wade just rode right into a pole. Second,
Cody and Sergio ran into each other and
wiped out.
Toward the end of the trail on the way out,
there was a huge, painful, hill. But it sure
was fiin coming back down - steep, windy
and fun.
Once back at the bike shop, Pete gave us
all ice cream. We then crossed the street
to check out a cool Army Surplus store.
Moose along the Coastal Trail
From there, we went directly to our sitdown meal. We didn't end up at the places Pete
suggested. Greg had checked them out and had a
thumbs down. Instead, we ate at a very nice place the Sourdough Mining Co. It's a huge restaurant.
And, because it is Sunday, they had a really big buffet
brunch - bacon, eggs, mashed potatos. Halibut, tacos,
ribs, brisket, etc. Most scouts ordered the buffet, but
Elliot, Nick, Sergio, Cody and Ethan, all ordered off
the menu. All had lots of food. Good food.
Then, one last stop to fill the bus with diesel (it has to
be returned to the bus lot "full"). And then on to the
airport. Greg is driving the bus now, because his flight
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Sourdough Mining Company Sit-Down Meal

doesn't leave until midnight tonight, and he offered to return the bus for us. This way, we didn't have
to get dropped off at the airport quite so early. Justin Rutter is driving Greg's rental car.
While we are on the bus, we spend our time on the bus packing up for the plane.
Once at the airport, we pull up and all pile out. With gear. As we unload, Greg hands out Alaska
scouting patches that he picked up earlier in the week from the local Scout office.
Not much waiting time at the airport - and once on the plane, most fell quickly to sleep. When we
arrive in Seattle, it's late - maybe 10 or 11. While we waited to transfer planes, we did some word
puzzles.
Then, back on the final plane to Chicago. Almost everyone quickly fell asleep on the plane - many did
so even before it took off!
- Michael 8c Elliot

Note from Greg: Just a couple of things to add:

-

1) As Michael and Elliot said, I was out checking on potential sit-down restaurants while the boys
were biking. At one point I found myself on the far East side of Anchorage looking for a restaurant
called Sagaya's. I quickly got lost in this town of 250,000 people, and ended up going down a deadend street, and then turning into a parking lot that cut through to a narrow alley. Once down the alley,
I was seeing a way out, when off to the left - mostly hidden behind a warehouse type building, I
spotted the nose of a HUGE yellow school bus sticking out from a carwash bay! Sure enough, there
were Kim and Kim, cleaning the bus! When I drove up, both their chins dropped - "how in the world
did you find us?" "Heck, Kim," I said "it's not like it's all that hard to find a HUGE yellow school
bus in Alaska!"
.,
2) since my plane didn't leave until midnight, and Justin Rutter would be staying in Alaska an extra
week, he and I volunteered to take the bus back to where we rented it. After dropping the guys off at
the airport, Justin and I headed for the bus lot - which, believe it or not - was back up at Eagle River!
[hey! I've been there!] We dropped the bus off and got it inspected. The eagle eye of the manager
didn't miss the front bumper which was bent out about a fiill foot in a 90 degree bend! [if we haven't
mentioned this before, let's just say that it happened around midnight one night when we were backing
out of a camp spot, but didn't realize that the bumper had caught on a root. Mr. Potzmann insists that
it was a verv tough root!] Well, we'll have to pay to repair the bumper - but these things happen! And
we are hoping the cost isn't too bad. We've done a nice job of staying under budget on this trip so far,
and it would be nice to stay there!
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Day Twelve - Monday, July 31, 2006 [Chicago to Home]
Written by: Editors Michael Bush and Elliot Rutter
Editors' Note: NEITHER Crew apparently wrote about the last day. Here is what we recall about it:
We arrived in Chicago at about 5:30 a.m. Wasted no time in getting the luggage. Had to wait just a
bit for Mr. Kemp to return with the bus. We ate breakfast at the same overpass food court that we ate
at 10 days ago! Most ate at - McDonalds.
The bus ride back was miserable. The heat is terrible. You fall asleep, but then wake up in pool of
sweat. It was bad.
For lunch, we stopped at a McDonalds - but most just bought McFlurries to cool off. Some went to a
Taco Bell.
Filled the bus one last time with diesel, and then we were back at home! Good to see family, again!
And as for the trip to Alaska??

It was sweet!
- Elliot and Michael

Farewell!
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Acknowledgments and

Thanks!

The Editors, on behalf of all the WTA scouts, would like to acknowledge some most excellent
assistance provided by quite a few folks in putting this trip together. And to thank all who helped make
this trip a success! The following is not an exclusive list, but it's what we came up with in just a few
minutes of brainstorming!
Brian and Julie Chatman: They met with us early to help lay out Alaska options. They provided a
backpack full of maps, brochures and travel ideas. Julie worked with Sergio to design and produce
our terrific Super Trip shirts. Thanks!
Eric Westhues: Eric is a 707 Eagle alumn. He found out we were planning an especially expensive
trip, and worked to find some money-making opportunities for us. He came up with an awesome
opportunity. He arranged for us to do the demolition on a building for a payment of $8,000. We had
a blast knocking stuff down. The $8,000 reduced our per-person cost by $400 each! Thanks!
Henry Bruton and Don Harter: Henry has his own construction company. He also owns a big truck.
He used his construction skills (and tools) to help us with the Eric Westhues demolition! He used his
pickup truck to pull down an entire section of the building - you just had to be there and see it! Don
also helped with the demolition - although not in the same spectacular fashion as Henry - but also
solved all our transportation problems for us with his "bus" solutions! He found a bus for us here; he
found a bus for us in Alaska! (We broke the one in Alaska, but at least he found it for us!). Thanks!
Greg Scott: Even though you weren't with us the whole time, you were a big help! Demolition,
information, research and a blue dodge stratus are a few of the things you contributed to our trip. Well
done sir!
Kim and K i m : You took off work to take 16 boys into the wilderness. You did a whole lot of
driving. You hiked with us. You camped with us. You slept on the same rocky ground that we did.
When it rained on us, it rained on you. We didn't say "thank you" very much on the trip. But that's
not because we don't mean it - "thank you"!
A l l Our Parents: Thanks for letting us slide down glaciers! Thanks for letting us chase moose!
Thanks for letting us bum boots, fall off buses and get yelled at by railroad cops! Thanks for the time
and effort you put into getting us there! Thanks for not renting out our rooms while we were gone!

- Elliot, Michael, and all the WTA Scouts
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Q u o t a b l e

Q u o t e s

K i m Kemp: "Well, it's a long story!"
Sergio: "Lost in the 'hood in Anchorage at midnight, eating fried
chicken - it doesn't get much stranger than this!"
Ben: "Actually, to make a long story, short; yeah, I fell off a cliff!"
Nick (in "Arnold" voice): "GET TO THE CHOPPA' - WHAT ARE YOU DOIN'
Cody: "Pretty sweet how thick these double-meat sandwiches are, huh?
But why do the JRE look so himgry?"
Nick: "Small t o w n ; . . . huge dogs!"
Justin: "A van ride costs $5, but hiking is free!"
K i m P.: " I need a head count!"
Josh: "It's time to baptize a tree."
Kim Kemp: "We humped it five miles today!
Greg: "L. E. Ott!! One of the 'Ott' brothers!"
Kim P.: "Well, ummm, you see,... there was this tree root!'
Words of wisdom involving duct tape:
Sergio: "My boot caught on fire! Anyone have any duct tape?"
Ethan's River Guide: "This guy's dry suit just split open! Anyone have any duct tape?"
Dr. Andy: "Schuyler busted open both knees! Anyone have any duct tape?"
J. Tucker: "My peer counselor says I have to look
into my emotional responsibility."
Ben: " I guess I probably shouldn't have called that river guide fellow a 'girl'!"
Railroad Officer: "Not only will the bears kill y o u , . . . but they will eat you."

Sky: " I ' m afraid of a bear - . . . a bear named 'Wade'"

Wade: " I ' m a heavy guy!"
Michael: "Who's got my hat?!"
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John-Taylor (to Schuyler): "Uh, no thanks, Schuyler, I think I ' l l pump the water without you from
now on!"
Ryan: "Hey, Sky, check out the drool"!
Peter: "I'm putting THAT on the internet!"
Wade: "Oh, YAYuh!
Michael: "Ha, Josh says . . . "
Ethan: "that thing have a hemi?"
K i m Kemp: " I don't mean to get on your butt, b u t . . . . "
.IT: " I don't know; uh huh, sure."
Heather, Carrie and Beth: "John Tucker must die!"
Greg: "Karl, sit back down in your assigned seat and be quiet!"
Lady at the Bird Campground: "Oh, yes, the bus came through here, but the
campground is full; but i f you hurry, they're only about 10 minutes ahead!"
K a r l (looking over his crew): "these guys won't make it 10 feet"
Elliot: "No, Wade! You've got it all wrong!
We ate chicken in the ghetto! We didn't even
GO to a movie! Now let me go!"

Sky: "Someone is going to be really ticked o f f his boot is on fire!"

Greg: "Stop worrying, Sergio; it's not as i f we're going
to lose track of a HUGE yellow school bus!"
Sergio, Elliot & Justin at Dixie Pass: "Is it just us, or is it a little breezy up here? SALUTE!"
Ryan: " I was going to do it, b u t t . . . . "
K i m Potzmann: "Elliot, can I have a private word with you, please?"
John-Taylor: "No pictures, Greg; I'm brushing my teeth!"
Justin Rutter: "NO, there are FOUR cans of chili and there are 20 of us - that means we each get
1/6 of a can! . . . n o , . . . wait a minute"
Dr. Andy: "Karl, why don't you shut the hell up?!"

Sergio: " L o o k at m y face!"
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W O R T H NOTING
T H E GAS M A N
Ryan Wishau did a great job as our "Gas man." He was responsible for more than $1300 - in cash!.
His responsibilities included fueling the bus at each stop and paying for the fuel (or making sure Kim
did so with a credit card). He also paid for any miscellaneous items along the way such as our "John
Cutter Must Die" movie. The "gas man" on a Super Trip is the unsung hero of the trip. Often roused
at odd hours because "we need gas!" But not getting to buy things that cause the rest of the guys to
say "Hey, cool!" You sure didn't hear many guys saying: "Whoo Hoo! Love that diesel, Ryan!" But
that's what makes Ryan such a good man - did the job every day and did so with good humor! Well
done, sir!
T H E FOOD GUY
Schuyler Kemp did an equally fabulous job as "the Food guy." He was responsible for more than
$2,000 - in cash! He planned and paid for all travel meals on the trip, including a $450 sit-down tab at
the Sourdough Mining Company Restaurant in Anchorage. He took his job very seriously and made
excellent choices about when and where to eat. His choices saved about $300 from the travel food
budget! He always made sure to ask the rest of the guys what they thought and the group ate very
well under his leadership! Thank you, sir!
Committee Assignments
Sergio and Nick S
T-Shirts
Elliot and Nick S
Menu
Ryan Wishau
The "Gas Man":
Travel
Ryan Wishau
The "Food Guy":
White Water
Skyman
Equipment
Peter and Greg
Budget
Michael and Don
Bus
Justin,
Sky, Josh & John
Hiking Trails
Justin, Michael and Ryan
Fund-raising

Ryan Wishau
Skyman (& Michael)

Super Trip Chef/Cooking Duties: On Super Trips, each scout will pack one or two of the meals for
the week. That scout (and his tent partner) then becomes the head cook for that meal. Being head
cook does NOT mean that all the cooking is done by that scout. It merely means that the scout is
responsible for seeing that all the cooking and prep is accomplished. Troop 707 has a tradition on
Super Trips of each scout - at least twice during the preparation and cleanup of each meal - asking the
Head Chef "Is there anything I can do to help?"
Fun Fact: Grizzly bears can weigh from 300 to 850 pounds. The largest Grizzlies are found along the coast of Alaska
and British Columbia, and islands such as Kodiak and Admiralty Islands. Here, because of a consistent diet of high
protein salmon, males average over 700 pounds and females average about 450 pounds. Despite this large size, grizzlies
are extremely agile and fast, reaching speeds of 35 to 40 mph.
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How'd Greg end up ou the trip?
The editors have asked me to add a note just in case anyone wondered how I happened to join up with the guys.
I had originally hoped/planned to be a member of the WTA team. However, in April, I blew out a calf playing
racquetball ( . . . I was winning at the time of the injury, just in case anyone was wondering!). The doctor just shook his
head when I mentioned the possibility of hiking. "Not on that leg." Oh, well, must follow doctor's orders (or at least
so Andy Quint always says).
But, as the departure date came closer and closer, and the guys started showing more and more of the enthusiasm and
leadership and spirit that goes hand-in-glove with a Super Trip, I started to second-guess myself. The leg wasn't doing
THAT bad. Maybe I could join 'em - "just for a little bit!" Nahhh, dumb idea. Surely it would be way too expensive
at this late a date to book a ticket. Hmmmm, $615 round trip. But the drive to Chicago, alone, would cost $200 in
gas, and two days driving - up and back. Hmmmm, I could actually fly out of Kansas City for that price, and not have
to drive all the way to Chicago. And, since I wouldn't be hiking with the guys, there wasn't much gear to worry about,
(and it's not like I don't have all the gear in the world available to me anyway). But, how about finding 'em in the
largest state in the union? Oh, come on, how difficult could it be to find a HUGE yellow school bus? And it's not as if
I hadn't helped work on the itinerary - 1 had a pretty good idea where they would be at any given hour!
So, just three days after the boys took off, I hit the "buy" button on Travelocity. Left out of K.C. on Monday and
arrived in Anchorage at 1:00 a.m. on Tuesday. Rented a painfully small Dodge Stratus; turned down the painfully
expensive damage waiver (but worried about rocks hitting that car all week thereafter!), and searched for a place to
sleep 'til dawn. Ended up sleeping behind the Boy Scout Anchorage Scout Center, under a loading dock! Around
6:00 a.m., found a Wal-Mart open and bought some supplies that were all I lived on for the next 3 days (a handful of
Jack Link's beef jerky, a pack of those vending machine type peanut butter and cracker packets, and a package of York
peppermint patties) and then headed Last to see if I could find a HUGE yellow school bus. Before I left, I went back to
the Scout Office and bought some cool Alaska patches for the boys (this was, of course, at great personal expense they had a huge box fiill of old patches that they charged me a whole 500 per handful!).
The Stratus is small, but it is a mover. Made it all the way across the state by evening. But soon discovered that
McCarthy road is as bad as the internet says it is! Made terrible time bumping and worrying (about rocks) down that
road. Found the Jeep trail that goes to Dixie Pass. Knew by the itinerary, that the trailhead is where the bus was
supposed to be - but looking at the jeep trail, had my doubts if a bus could go there! I should have spent more time
worrying about whether a Stratus could go there. Huge dips and rocks and muddy spots to navigate around. Sure
enough, at the end of the trail - sat a HUGE yellow school bus! They'd made it this far!
Knowing the boys would be another 2 days before they came out of the woods, I decided to leave a mystery behind.
First, I broke into the bus - not such an easy thing to do. Then I hauled 3 full large bags of trash off the bus. Now
THAT should puzzle 'em - who would break into a bus in the middle of the wilderness, steal nothing at all, but instead
just clean the bus from stem to stem? [by the way. Wade, nice hiding place for your wallet full of money - sitting on
your bus seat underneath your gym bag! Who would ever have thought to look there?!] I left some of the money in
Wade's wallet and then took off. Over the next 2 days, I retraced the steps of the boys in McCarthy and Kennicott.
Heard quite a few stories about the boys and their travels from van drivers. Park Rangers and Lodge waitresses as I
went along! (Nothing bad!)
When Thursday came, even though I knew the crews weren't due out of the woods until late evening, I couldn't wait,
and so arrived back at the trailhead before Noon. They may have been surprised to see me, but trust me - 1 was more
than delighted to see them! All were in great spirits. All declared they were having a great time! After some
discussion, they decided that it'd be o.k. iff tagged along for the rest of the trip! Maybe the fact that I had hauled out
all that trash earlier made 'em willing to keep me around
- Greg Scott
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The Itinerary (as planned):
Thursday, July 20:
3:30 a.m.:
Meet at Greg Scott's house for departure by school bus
4:00 a.m.:
Leave Columbia
Noon:
Arrive O'Hare
2:50
"Movie Star" Plane #1 leaves Chicago (Flight 455 to L.A.)
(Kim Potzmann, Andy Quint, Michael Bush, John Hosmer-Quint, Peter Stringfield, Ryan Wishau, Karl Potzmann, Todd
Trabue, Ben Murray). "Movie Star" Plane #1 arrives L.A. at 5:02 (Layover will be 3 'A hours); "Movie Star" Plane #1
leaves L.A. at 8:30 p.m. (Flight 7190). Movie Stars arrive in L.A. at 12:49 a.m. Friday
6:34 p.m.:
Plane #2 "Gangsters" leaves Chicago (Flight 725 to Anchorage)
(Kim Kemp, Tom Trabue, Nick Simpson, Skyman Kemp, Elliot Rutter, Josh Hosmer-Quint, Ethan Potts, Wade Roberts,
Sergio Galarza, Cody Thomas, Justin Rutter) "Gangsters" Plane #2 arrives Anchorage at 10:02 p.m.
Thursday Night: Bus Company will deliver the Bus to the Airport
Camp Eagle River Campground near Anchorage (or in the airport Terminal)
http://www.dnr.state.ak.us/parks/units/chugach/facilitv.htm
Friday, July 21: Spend much of day in Anchorage - Buy food; misc. items
2:00 p.m.:
Leave Anchorage for Copper Center
6:00 p.m.:
Arrive Copper Center (gateway to Wrangell)
Friday Night:
Saturday, July 22:
8:00 a.m.:
10:00 a.m.:

3:00 p.m.:
4:00 p.m.:
Saturday Night:

Camp near Copper Center
Check out Visitor's Center
Back in Bus: Heading to Kennicott
Take Highway 10 to Chitina (last chance for fuel) then take the McCarthy Road until it "dead
ends" at Kennicott River
Two excellent websites that will walk you through what the hoys will see are:
http://www.nps.gov/wrst/mccarthvroadgeologv.htm and
http://www.nps.gov/wrst/mccarthvroad.htm
Arrive at the Kennicott Foot bridge; unload and park bus
Cross foot bridge over Kennicott River (find pictures of bridge at prior website)
Catch local Bus shuttle into town of McCarthy ($5 fee)
Begin hike to Root Glacier on Root Glacier Trail http://www.nps.gov/wrst/trails/pdf/Root.pdf
Camp at Root Glacier (Jumbo Creek campsite)
(If ahead of schedule, may try for "the Knob" campsite)

Sunday, July 23:

Option A - Hike to "the Knob" [Option B: Side Hike to "the Knob" (hiking along and on
Root Glacier" only 6-7 mile round trip]
http://www.nps.gov/wrst/trails/pdf/Bonanza%20Ridge.pdf

Sunday Night:

Camp at the "Knob"
[Option B: return to base camp at Jumbo Creek (i.e., the "side-hike" version)]

Monday, July 24:
5:00 p.m:
7:00 p.m.:
Monday Night:

Return to Bus; drive to Strelna (2 hours hack along McCarthy road)
Arrive at Kotsina Road (the turn-off at Strelna airstrip)
See map: http://www.nps.gov/wrst/trails/pdfiDixie.pdf
Camp near Strelna airstrip tumoff, or see if there is parking at the Dixie Pass Trailhead which
is 3.8 miles North of the turn-offfromMcCarthy Road. If no parking, may have to park bus
on McCarthy Road and hike the 3.8 miles.
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Tuesday, July 25:
10:00 a.m.
Tuesday Night:

Begin Hike (Dixie Pass Trail)
http://www.nps.gov/wrst/trails/pdf/Dixie.pdf
Set up and camp at "base camp" along Dixie Pass Drainage at base of Mountain trail

Wednesday, July 26:
Wed Night:

Side Hike to Dixie Pass and back
Camp at Base Camp along Dixie Pass Drainage

Thursday, July 27:
9:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Thursday Night:

Begin hike back to Bus at Strelna
Back at the bus
Arrive Copper Center
Camp near Copper Center

Friday, July 28:
9:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

Camp:
Saturday, July 29
Morning:
Noon;
2:00 p.m.:

Camp:
Sunday, July 30
9:00(ish)

Noonish:
1:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
5:20 p.m.
9:41 p.m.
11:26 p.m.
Monday, July 31
5:10 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
4:00 p.m.

Begin drive back to Anchorage
Lunch in Anchorage
Drive to Kenai Peninsula about 1 'A hours south of Anchorage
Look for Beluga Point - just about 'A hourfromAnchorage (a picnic/pull-off point where
sometimes can see whales)
Video of Beluga Point and other pieces of Kenai Peninsula can be found at:
http://www.alaska.org/driving/tumagain-arm-drive.htm
In/near Kenai
Explore Kenai/Ocean shore/Salmon Fishing
Lunch in Anchorage (buy food for Sat Dinner, if going to camp along Matanuska)
White-water Raft Trip at "Lion's Head on the Matanuska" (4 12 hour trip)
$81
Nova Outfitters; P.O. Box 1129 | Chickaloon, AK | 99674
1-800-746-5753 | Email: info@novalaska.com
http://www.alaskaone.com/nova/
Lion's Head is 1 'A hours North of Anchorage
Along the Matanuska River, or return to Anchorage for dirmer and camping
Shower and Laundry?
Biking the Coastal Trail http://www.alaska-bike-rentals.com/pages/anchorage.html
$16 for 3 hours Downtown Bicycle Rental, Inc. in Anchorage
20 mile round trip bicvclealaska@,aol.com 907-279-5293 (est. 2 'A hr total)
Video of trail found at: http://www.alaska.0rg/videos.htm#drives
Justin Rents carfromPayless at Airport
Sit-Down Trip-End Meal!
Moose Tooth? 3300 Old Seward's Highway, Phone: (907) 258-2537
Sagaya's? 900 West 13"' Ave (near comer 13"" & " I " street) (907)274-6173
Retum Bus to Rental Lot
Plane leaves Anchorage (flight Alaska Air 6966)
Plane arrives Seattle
Plane leaves Seattle (flight American 526)
Plane arrives Chicago
Bus leaves Chicago
Arrive back in Columbia
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PRIOR SUPERTRIPS
1969
1971
1973
1973
1975
1976
1979
1981
1983
1985

Gone Wild '69
Light Pack'71 (L.P.'71)
Voyager Trails Trek '73 (YTT '73)
Deep Freeze'73
I.R.S. '75
White Water '76
High Country '79
Canadian Clear Water '81 (CCW '81)
Lost Ranger Trek '83 (LRT '83)
Royale Expedition '85 (RL '85)

1987
1989
1994
1997
1999
2000
2002
2004
2006
2008?

Sierra Madre Range (SMR'87)
Kopka River Experience (KRL ' 89)
Eagle Soar '94
Canadian River Trek '97 (CRT '97)
Trail Climb '99 (TC '99)
MegaTrip 2000 "Kickin' in the Keys"
Roamin' Wyoming 2002
Got 'n Aboot 2004
Wading to Alaska 2006 (WTA '06)
Can't wait to find out!!

Flight Baggage Rules:
[http://www.aa.coni/content/travelInformatioiiffiaggage/baggageAllowance jhtml?anchorEvent=faL
alty%20Items; http://www.alaskaair.com/www2/help/faqs/CheckedBaggage.asp]
2 "checked" pieces of baggage; plus two small carry-ons
Backpack rule is same for any single piece of luggage: Maximum of 62 inches and maximum of 50
povmds. 62 inches is determined by adding the length, width and height of the piece of baggage.
Excess length cost = $80 per bag Excess weight cost = $25 per bag
(and these are added together i f both over long and overweight)
Camp Stoves are allowed, but no fuel of any kind is allowed

W T A Income ($1.020 per person)
Adults ( 4 ) :
4 leaders X $400 (demolition $)
$1,600
Troop contribution for Kim & Kim
$ 1,300
($650 for each)
AndvandTom ($650 each)
$1.300
Adult Total
$4,200 ($ 1,050 per person)
Scouts and Alumns (16):
16 X $400 (demolitions)
$6,400
16 X $112.50 (Air Show/Quarry)
$1,800
16 X $500 (balance owed)
$8.000
Scout/Alumn Total $16,200 ($1,012.50 per scout)

Total Per Person:
$ 1,020 (ave)
Total Trip Income: $20,400
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Alaska Budget (as of 7-15-06) (and analysis of amount of cash $ needed to he taken with us)
Transportation to and from Alaska (hus & plane)
Bus (to and from Chicago) Mileage ($640)
$32 ($640 hy troop check)
Fuel ($300)
$15 (credit card)
Plane Ticket
$516 (paid already)
$563 (credit card or paid already)
Transp. Total
Bus Transportation in Alaska
Base: $135/day+25 cents a mile:
$82 (credit card & advance deposit)
10 days X $135 + 1100 miles X .25 = $1,625
$28 (credit card)
Fuel: 1100 miles - 7 mpg X $3.50/gal = $550
$10 (credit card)
Bus Shuttle ($200)
$120
(credit card or paid already)
Alaska Bus Total
Food
Bus/Plane/L.A. travel food (Br, Lunch, Dinner) ($240)
$12
Chicago/Home travel food (Br & lunch)
($ 140)
$7
Trail Food
($1,040) (16 meals @ $3.25)
Bought in Columbia ($675) (WM$605 + est $70 KimKemp) $34 (paid already)
Buy in Alaska
($360)
$18
Inside Alaska Travel Food
( $ 1 3 0 0 ) (13 meals @ $5)
$65
$24
Anchorage Sit Down Meal ($480)(20 @ $24)
$160
Food Total
Miscellaneous:
Kennicott Bus Shuttle
($200) ($5 each way)
$10
Bus Parking
($80)
$4
White-water Raft Trip at "Lion's Head on the Matanuska" $81 (credit card)
Bicycle Rental Anchorage
($340) ($16 plus tax)
$16 (credit card)
Coolers for Alaska Bus
($80)
$4
Odds and Ends
($600)
$30
Log Book Production
$8 (when we retum)
T-Shirts (2 shirts per person)
$15 (paid)
$168
Total Per Person $1,011
Total Trip Cost: $20,040
The Food Guv $12 p/p for the trip to Chicago ($2/$5/$5)
He must remember to give $5 to each of the Gangsters for
their Thurs Dinners, prior to Ryan hoarding his plane to LA.
$65 p/p for Inside Alaska Travel Food
(see revised Menu & Food list for specific meal costs)
$24 p/p Anchorage Sit Down Meal
$7 p/p for the hus ride from Chicago to Columbia
The"Gas/Misc"GuvTrail Food to he bought in Alaska
Kennicott Bus Shuttle
Bus Parking
Coolers
Odds & Ends ($30) (movies, ice, showers, tolls, parking, maps, etc)

$240

$1,300

(preferably $5 or $ 10
hills)

($20 hills)

$480 (any hills)
$140 (any hills)
$2,160 total cash needed
$360
$200
$80
$80
$600
$1320

total cash needed

Wading to Alaska - 2006 Menu and Food List - Crew A (Veggies)
Each Crew will need 20 2-gailon ziplock bagsforpacking food and 10 1-gallon ziplocks
Thursday, July 20 (travel by bus and plane):
Breakfast:
Grocery Store ($2)
Lunch
Fast Food
($5)
Dinner
Gangsters/MovieStars both at Airports - Each crewfiguresway to solve meal problem! ($5 p/
person)
Friday, July 21 (spend day in Anchorage):
Breakfast:
Grocery Store ($3)
Lunch
Grocery Store ($6)
Dinner
Grocery Store ($6)
Friday Night:
Camp near Copper Center
Saturday, July 22:
Breakfast:
Lunch
Afternoon:

Grocery Store ($3)
Grocery Store ($6)
Begin hike to Root Glacier

Dinner: CheeseburgersA^eggie Burgers, Scalloped potatos, Kool-Aid, Blueberry muffins
3 pounds hamburger (14 hamburgers)**
(Buy in Alaska)
6 Veggie Burgers**
(Buy in Alaska)
20 hamburger buns**
(Buy in Alaska)
10 American cheese slices**
(Buy in Alaska)
2 boxes dried scalloped potatoes (5 cups "made")
2 boxes of muffins assuming 5 muffins per box
*
.
1.5 gallon Koolaid (must be the "pre-sweetened" kind)
5 mustard packets
>
1 small bottle ketchup
T.
t'
?
Aluminum foil for oven (from staples)
Sunday, July 23:
Breakfast
Ultimate Meat "stretch". Apples, Tang
2 pounds of ground sausage**
(Buy in Alaska)
18 eggs (fmd the "Eggbeaters" cartons)**
(Buy in Alaska)
(6 eggs for the meat pan; 12 eggs for the 4 non-sausage folks)
2 onions**
(Buy in Alaska)
2 bell pepper**
(Buy in Alaska)
1 pound shredded cheddar cheese**
(Buy in Alaska)
10 servings hash browns
32 ounces "no meat" chili (don't want this!)
5 large apples**
(Buy in Alaska)
1 small bottle ketchup
1.5 gallons tang
Lunch:

Sub Sandwich (meat and veggie); Fritos & Salsa (sour cream); Twinkles; Kool-Aid
10 hoagie buns**
(Buy in Alaska)
21 slices beef summer sausage**
(Buy in Alaska)
2 bell peppers**
(Buy in Alaska)
1 cucumber**
(Buy in Alaska)
20 slices cheese**
(Buy in Alaska)
(2 each regular; 4 each Veggie)
8 oz sour cream**
(Buy in Alaska)
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24 slices pepperoni (pork)
1 small bottle mayo or mustard
20 oz Fritos
1 jar Salsa
10 snack cakes (Twinkles or Little Debbies or Ho-Hos or such)
1.5 gallons kool-Aid
Dinner Stir-Fry, Rice, Pita Bread, SMORES, Kool-Aid
Minute rice (enough to make 2 cups per person)
10 pitas (pita bread)
28 ounces Dehydrated hamburger or chicken
(Kim Kemp will buy in Columbia)#######
20 full sized graham crackers
30 large marshmallows
10 chocolate bars
1 bottle stir-fry sauce
8 cups canned veggies (oriental)
1.5 gallons kool aid
Monday, Jnly 24:
Breakfast: Oatmeal, Dried Frnit, Breakfast bar; Tang
20 pouches Instant Oatmeal
10 Chocolate Breakfast Bars
60 pieces of dried fruit (6 per person) or, if Raisins, one large box
1.5 gallons tang
Lnnch Tnna Salad, Crackers, Trail Mix, Dried Frnit, Kool-Aid
4 cans/pouches tuna
1 small jar peanut butter
5 tubes round crackers
5 cups trail mix
60 pieces dried fruit
1.5 gallons Kool-Aid mix
1 small jar mayo
1 small jar sweet relish
Dinner: (back at bns) Spaghetti and Sansage, French Bread, Cherry Crepes Grape Jnice
32 oz. noodles (any shape of noodles will work)
3 cans Tomato Paste
2 packets of Spaghetti seasoning
1 large stick of pepperoni or 2 packs of sliced pepperoni
1 loaf French Bread**
(Buy in Alaska)
Aluminum foil to wrap the bread (from staples)
Squeeze Margerine (from staples)
2 tsp Garlic Salt
1 small box pancake mix (enough to make 20 small pancakes)
1 jar marshmallow creme
1 small can pie filling(cherry)
(Kim will buy in Columbia)#######
1 'A gallons Kool-Aid (Grape)
'A cup cooking oil (put with staples)
Tuesday, Jnly 25:
Breakfast
Cereal & Milk; bananas, orange jnice
20 cups cereal
Dried Milk (enough to make 1 gallon)
10 bananas **
2 gallons liquid orange juice-waiting on bus
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(Buy in Alaska)
(Buy in Alaska)

Lunch

Beef Jerky, Peanuts, Snack Cake, Kool-Aid, M&Ms
14 ounces beef jerky (7 large or 14 small sticks)
6 "cheese and cracker" snack packs (for Veggie folks)
20 oz string cheese (kind that doesn't need to be refrigerated)**
3 cups peanuts
10 snack cakes
1.5 gallons kool-aid
16ozbagm&ms
Dinner Chicken Fajitas, Spanish Rice, Fritos & Salsa, Sopapillas
30 Tortillas (20 for Fajitas; 10 for Sopapillas)
30 oz "pouch" chicken
(Kim
Instant Rice (enough to make 10 cups)
3 Bell Peppers **
(Buy
1 Large Onion **
(Buy
1 can refried beans (for Veggies)
2 pouches Fajita Seasoning
1 small bottle taco sauce
1 large bag Fritos
1 jar Salsa
1 jar honey
44 marshmallows
(Kim
1.5 gallons kool aid

(Buy in Alaska)

will buy in Columbia)#######
in Alaska)
in Alaska)

will buy in CoIumbia)#######

Wednesday, Jnly 26:
Breakfast
Pancakes,Fried Spam/Ham, Banana Chips, Tang
Pancake mix (enough to make 30 pancakes)
^
^
1 bottle syrup
Squeeze Margarine (from Staples)
2 cans canned ham (or Spam)
5 cups Banana Chips
1 'A gallons Tang
Lnnch Peanut Butter & Jelly, Pita/Matza Bread, Frnit RoU-nps, Candy Bar, Kool-Aid
1 small jar Peanut Butter
1 small jar jelly
15 pitas
10fruitroll-ups
10 candy bars
1.5 gallons kool aid
Dinner: Sonper Rice/Jambalya, Corn bread. Vanilla Pudding & Vanilla Wafers, KoolAid
Instant Rice (enough to make 20 cups of "made" rice) (2 cups per person)
30 oz. dehydrated pre-cooked chicken
(Need to buy in Columbia)#######
1 can pinto beans (Veggies)
2 bags Minestrone Soup Starter (Wal-Mart - top shelf in dried soup aisle)
2 boxes/bags Combread Mix (enough for 2 pans)
Instant Pudding mix - Vanilla (enough to make 10 cups)
1 box vanilla wafers cookies
1 'A gallons Kool-Aid
Salt & Pepper (from staples)
Squeeze bottle Margarine (from staples)
Aluminum foil (from staples)
1 two-gallon zip-lockfreezerbag (for "gushing up" the pudding)
note: For "Souper Rice": Prepare the soup per instructions; add the hamburger or chicken; retum to boil; dump the rice in; stir;
take offbeat and cover pot with lid; let sit 10 minutes; then Serve!
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Thursday, July 27:
Breakfast
Oatmeal, Dried Fruit, Smore Pop-Tarts, Tang
20 pouches Instant Oatmeal
(Need to huy in Columhia)#######
20 pop tarts (smores)
60 pieces of dried fruit (6 per person) or, if Raisins, one large hox
1 'A gallons Tang
Lnnch Pizza, Kit Kat Bars, Kool-Aid
20 Pitas
2 cans tomato Paste
2 packs of Spaghetti or Pizza seasoning
1 container Parmesan Cheese
2 hags pepperoni slices
4 cups hanana chips
lOKit-KatBars
1 'A gallons Kool-Aid
Dinner (back at bns)
chili cheese BBQ sandwich, Ramen, Corn Chips, Cake, Kool-Aid
20 hambui-ger buns; 3 pounds pouched beef; 1 small jar BBQ sauce
7 cups "no meat" chili (extra chili for Veggies)
20 oz shi-eddcd cheddar
(Crew must replace main entree)
1 large hag com chips
1 medium jar salsa (from staples)
1 onion**
(Buy in Alaska)
10 HUGE cosmic brownies
1 'A gallons Kool-Aid (from left-overs)
Aluminum Foil (from Staples)

••

Staples: Salt Pepper, cooking oil, tinfoil, margarine
(Kim will huy Salt/peppr & Oil Columhia)#######
Equipment List (per CREW): Large Pot, 3 Fry-pans, spatula, big spoon, grill, aluminum foil
Friday, Jnly 28 (travel day - from Wrangell to Kenai):
Breakfast
Grocery Store ($4)
Lunch
Grocery Store ($6)
Dinner
Grocery Store ($6)
Saturday, Jnly 29
(moming in Kenai fishing? Aftemoon white water rafting - Lion's Head)
Breakfast
Grocery Store ($3)
Lunch
Fast Food
($6)
Dinner
Fast Food
($6)
Sunday, Jnly 30
Breakfast
Grocery Store
($3)
Lunch
Sit Down Dirmer in Anchorage
($24)
Supper
(bring snack on the plane)
($5)
(second snack in Seattle)
Monday, Jnly 31
Breakfast
Grocery Store near Chicago
($2)
Lunch
Fast Food
($5)
Dinner
HOME!
Crew A Equipment Assianments:
Ethan
Large Pot
Fry Pans
Peter, Michael, Tom Trabue
Spatula
Josh
Big Spoon
John
Grill
Justin
Water Pumps
Kim, Wade
Hand trowel/shovel
Todd
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W T A 2006 Alaska Trek - E<julpment List - by Schuyler Kemp
Note: Each traveler will he limited to the following luggage on the plane:
1) One Backpack that cannot exceed the following dimensions and weight: 62 total inches (H+L+W) and 50 Ihs
2) One hox/suitcase that cannot exceed the same dimensions and weight: 62 inches and 50 lbs
[much of your share of the trip's hiking food and gear will end up here, so don't count on much space being available in this
hox for any of your own excess gear]
3) One small carry-on hag: Small enough to fit in overhead compartment or under the seat. Cannot exceed 45
inches (H+L+W); cannot exceed 40 lbs. Carry-on items appearing too large or irregularly shaped, will not he accepted and
will need to he checked. Your jacket does not count against your carry-on allowance.
4) Bag of personal items: cannot exceed 36 inches (H+L+W); can he a cloth hag, or school-type "hook hag" and might
include things such as a book, snacks, reading glasses, newspaper
http://www.aa.eom/content/travelInformation/haggage/canyOnAllowance.jhtml#Personal%20Items
Photo I.D.: Passengers 18 years of age or older are required to have government-issued photo identification for travel within
the United States. However, you may he required to present proof of age (such as a birth certificate) at the airport for any
children under the age of 18 who are traveling with you.
[Permission letters from both parents are only required if leaving the country of origin (not the case with us!).]
Personal Gear on Chicago Bus (we'll leave the pillows on the bus in Chicago):
Wear Full scout Uniform (either Super Trip Shirt or Class A shirt is o.k.)
Medical Form (class 111 or class 11 plus separate Medical release)
_Gov't Issued Photo ID. if 18 or over
Photo ID and Birth certificate if under 18 (Birth Certificate likely not req'd if have driver's license, hut best to play safe)
(gov't issued photo ID likely not required, hut would he a good idea)
Spending Money (for personal items such as souvenirs)
_PilIow
"Cany On" hag (for the plane) (see below)
*
"Personals" hag (for the plane) (see below)
Troop gear on Bus:
Trash Bags
2 Rolls of paper towels
Plane "Carry On" bag and "Personal" bag: (carry these with you onto the hus - don't bury these in your hackpack)
Note: this will become your "hus hag" once in Alaska
Note: you are entitled to both a "carry on" and also a "personal" hag, hut don't abuse the privilege - the airline
reserves the right to limit such items on a case-hy-case basis
Note: NO pocket knife/Leatherman or other such item to he carried on plane - place all such items in main hackpack
Gym Bag or small school-type hackpack
Extra traveling clothes
1 Pr. hiking shorts
1 Pr. underwear
_ 1 Super Trip Shirt
_3 Pr. white Sock
Pen and Paper
small Flashlight
_Snacks, Cookies, Candy
_Book
Envelopes & Stamps (for writing home - . . . each and every day!)
Gamehoy, Chess, Deck of Cards (hut don't bring it if you'll he upset if it is lost, stolen or broken!)
Optional:
small pillow
excess hiking gear (hut nothing that will upset airport security!)
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Troop gear:
Plane Tickets
List of contact info in /Alaska - Bus company. Raft company. Ranger Station
Road Maps
2 log books and pen in zip-lock (one log book for each crew)
Gas and incidental Money
Travel Food Money
Spare Bus key
Personal Gear on the trail:
Back Pack
Sleeping Bag
Foam Pad
_ Clothes:
1 Pr. Long Pants (avoid 100% cotton, as they tend to absorb moisture)
_ 1 Pr. Hiking Shorts
_Belt
Underwear
5 Pr. white socks (consider a wool blend or other moisture-reducing blend)
2-3 T-shirts (including Super Trip Shirt) (avoid 100% cotton, as they tend to absorb moisture)
Sweatshirt/jacket
hiking hoots
•
Hat (baseball cap style suggested)
Poncho or Raincoat
_Small Towel
Toilet Kit (biodegradable soap and shampoo, toothbrush and paste, contact lens cleaner if needed)
Plate, howl, cup
Knife, fork, spoon
Clean up Kit (SOS pad, scrubby, liquid soap)
Repair Kit (needle, thread, safety pins)
Water Bottles (enough for half gallon)
First aid Kit (check for completeness)
Personal Meds (contact Kim Kemp if bringing any)
Insect repellant
Sunscreen lotion
Chapstick/Blistex
Matches
Compass
Pocket or Folding Sheath Knife (do NOT wear on plane or carry in pockets; should be packed in your backpack)
A.P. Paper
Pen and small pad
Hard Candy or Gum
Flashlight and Batteries
Mosquito head net
Optional:
Camera and Film
Tennis shoes (back-up pair of camp shoes)
_Watch
_Book
Pair of Back up eye-glasses (if needed)
Deck of cards
Daily Diary
Sunglasses
Fishing Pole
^Lures, line, hooks, etc. ?
Fishing License
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Tent Partner gear on Trail:
_Tent
_ Tent Stakes
Ground cloth
Topo/Trail Map (Kim Kemp is working on getting these)
Hot Pot glove
_ 1 folding Bow Saw
lightweight nylon day or book pack for side hikes (optional)
Crew Gear on Trail:
Cook Gear
3 Frying pans
1 large pot
1 spatula
1 Big spoon
^Aluminum foil
Folding Grill
2 water purifier pumps
1 small hand trowel (for latrine/fire pit digging)
1 Log book and Pen
1 bottle of water purification tablets (backup tablets in case pumps malfunction)
'A roll of duct tape
1 feet of baling wire (not much you can'tfixwith duct tape and haling wire!)
Large Cooler for Alaska Bus (buy cooler in Alaska; donate to scout troop/church)
Large Water Cooler for Alaska Bus (huy cooler in Alaska; donate to scout troop/church)
Contingent Crew Gear |if fire ban in effect, will find out Iweek prior to trip start):
4 white gas stoves
(Cannot take white gas on plane; if needed, will have to he purchased on Alaska) (est.: 15,000ml of bottled white gas)

P h i l m o n t Grace: For Food, for Raiment, for Life, for Opportunity, for Friendship and Fellowship, we thank
thee. Oh, Lord. Amen

original

WTA

Handout

(dated

Jan.

2006):

Wading To Alaska (or Wading Through Alaska!)'06
WTA '06 will take the older hoys of Troop 707 on a 10-day trek into the wilds of Alaska.
Trip Dates: Leave on Thursday, July 20; retum on Sunday, July 30,2006
Eligibility? To he eligible to attend this "Mega-Trip" a scout must meet the following base requirements:
- must he at least 14 years of age (as of August 1, 2006)
- must have earned the rank or Star or above (as of August 1,2006)
- must have been in the troop for at least one full year (as of August 1,2006)
- must have the Scoutmaster's approval
Cost of the Trip: Estimated at $850 per hoy (all inclusive)
Payment Flan: Peter Stringfield will collect periodic payments toward the cost of the trip. The initial amount due immediately (to
hold a spot open) is $40. This must he paid hy cash or check; no pancake credit for the initial non-refundahle payment. There is a
chance that there will he a "cap" on the number of scouts who can attend this trip (due to both travel and camping restrictions).
Priority will he given to the first hoys to get their initial deposits paid.
Fund-raising: The Troop 707 High Adventure fund currently holds approximately $3,000 that (with committee approval) can he
earmarked to defray the cost of the trip. Justin, Michael and Ryan will he working with the Troop Committee to identify other group
money-making opportunities. All scouts are encouraged to make full use of the money-making opportunity associated with selling
pancake supper tickets - there is no easier way to earn the funds necessary for the trip.
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PHOTOS
AND/OR
CAPTIONS
THE EDITORS
DECIDED NOT TO USE

Our Bus!

Bad to the hone!

Carl gets
frisked at the
airport

j)qjj ^j^^j Henry take down the huilding!

Ben misses the hus!

RV that John-Taylor knocked over

The JRE Crew!

Lakeochinos!
JT broke my RV

Karl starts a Food Fight at the Food Court

A dog-tired bus
driver
The Railroad Cop

JRE plane - had some landing
gear problem in Anchorage

Ethan drops off his gear at
Greg's house

Ben falls down and goes
"WHAM"

Cody lines up a pool shot as he
waits for the bus!

1

dCT
wjms\

AREA
Whatever you do,
DON'T cross RR
tracks in Alaska!

Ben falls into the mud
The guys tie Todd to the tracks

wn
Campsite was
messier than a
Gallager show

Nick leads the Beast Masters in a
swim on the Glacier

Black Bear attacks Peter and
Josh's tent

Josh's Ice Cave
- close up view

Sergio tells the Grizzly to "Bring
it ON!"

Wade crosses the McCarthy Bridge!

Josh's Ice Cave - View from outside

KliNO

•CfSON i:i I

Map to Bonanza Mine
Elliot & Justin fall off the
McCarthy bridge

Beastmaster Nick has a
HEAVY backpack!

Sergio's Moose
Rafting the "Lion's Head'
rapids on the Matanuska

Wade - Caught on film
Ryan on "rinse cycle" at the Wasilla laundromat

The guys discuss where to go next

ntESPASSING
VIOUTORS
WILL BE SHOT
SURVIVORS
WILL BE SHOT
AGAIN

Kim Potzmann wins the rockthrowing contest!
Greg makes a rainy
midnight payphone call
from the "hood"

Elliot leads the bike ride

Ethan brings up the rear!

Kim ignores this sign and
takes us to the Ocean!

Wade hits a pole!

It sure beats Oatmeal! The Sit-

THEEND!
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